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This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment'cbncentratiQnanaIyslsandpertinent

:.:::::.~tHa t1~n~ .DatetD;,~~~~Q~;·;;;'"cemfi.d;~~::~
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V Sample containers that are properly cleaned.=z: Stopwatch . '..
~ ~~l .'
;: Rite in the Rain note parx:r or field data she,et.. ."
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass t6 resIst rust).
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2. Safety '/ .. , .,;' ,~; !.'

,.'.<
_ &tablished a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.

/ _ Never waded into water deeper than knees. I ".

V_ Took a friend to monitor at night. .,:: ", '~F

_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample is worth' peisonid irijury:.:':'
. 1 ,i! :",,1 . i >'".j',:';: r j •• ! :,; ., ,,'1 '.•... ;
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3. Sampling location
Streambank:
_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. . :,,' ,

.J
Culvert: "".: ;': i ,j ,: :',,;:, ,'.>/',I/,i'- ,.',il .

_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the i1o'~ here is weU mixed) ,~" i ;

~ , f : " .'! 1: " : .. , ;:--:! . :'" :
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Bridge:' 'j" ;';!:':""" ',.,.. ".'

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measu'reor'plastic'pipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure
.',

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACHCells'; i, ,

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before samplirig. Avoided touching the inside of the bottJ(:'or the cap:'
• / _ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect w,ater tHath~sedifuentfrorri bottom
\./ disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on'upstream side, in front: l" ," i:,., li.', .. ' "'_..

_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (openirtg' downward) below the Water"surface. If USing an ;exterisidn pole, removed
the cap. affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters. ,
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the, surface or mid-way between the surface and ,the, bottom if the 'river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, fillbottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefidly, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside. '

'\ pc- _ Marked the volume levelwith a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the'bottle~
t-/ _ Labeled the bottle with the site location. sampling date and time.

J
Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or neld data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

LJI',"" .j.
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B. DH-48/ Depth Integp,ted ~ampling ()V~ding B.~., .... .' .....
_ Sampled at 5 to IS rej:miSflntatlve 'sj:i~cings' acras'sthe stream..

~ _ Sampled at same steady rate'd6Wn irt'd\iP' water column.':' .
~ _ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

:' j ;iRecortiedon rite-in-rain note paper or field data,sheet: i, , .' ,

.',. _'_" Recorded sampling date,. time.and location. .!.',')' .

,~ Recorded Bottles #'i of 3. 2 of 3 etc... '.'" .
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating cibject tim'e'imddistance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges. .
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Leri (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

. .....: :/

J
C. Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach. i /" : , ,

_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site. !,'

_ Elapsed time for object to tniverse velocity section taken toneares~ 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. .
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.
_ Strand widths recorded.
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D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate 0 l
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch. 0 ,
_ Staff plate or bridge rdil or culvert invert correlateq to,cr9Ssectjon~ .
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

. S. Recording Data

.:.....:... Location
Date
Time

_ Note date, time. and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or di~tance down from the bridge guardrail)..
_ Time and distance of lloating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands. dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side. .1' . ,:'

, 'li.

. :: ~ • j I .' .:
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Comments:

6. Proper Bottle Labeling

I
Bottle:
_ Location. Date, and Time.' . . ..
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible,on ,bottle; •

. . 7. Storing the Sample '. . .
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and /<?r refrigerated.
:_ Returned to the Sunny Brae.8ediment Lab (or turbidity analysis ,within 48 hours if possible.
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab'
Stream Samplm~~er.tifi.cation.
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'·:'·"C~':lCertlfied'By., ,,: , , '. Date .,to -- .if,g - PO,

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentratiori analysis and pertinent

informatiQ~~ "',' ,. '. .'

\/" \..+ 'I Ilr\C)\~Sampler" ' -' ~ l); -~ -=>
if'--\(,±\/.-\ \~e

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch . '

Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resisnust).· .' "

"';' ',,-, ! ";,!.':, .
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2. Safety ,. ,~ : J j' .. .',Ill} :,' 'I'.'

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample is worth' personal injury.' 0 •

3. Sampling location
Streambank: ',;1, '.";; ,,0", ' .'

_ If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. . ',i

Culvert: :' , : .... ;...·.;i;l

_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe,(the flo~ here is well mixed) . ,,;
.::

Bridge:" '0 ", 0 ••••• '.

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measureor'pla8ticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water tHat has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample 6nupstream side, in front •. ..
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an eXtension pole, removed
the cap. affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rlte-in-raln note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

r
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B. DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling i.Wfl,ding Rpd., ", , " "
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 ;'epres(m~ti,ye 'sp~cings' <icros'sthe stream. '
_ Sampled at same steady rated6wn arid up' water column. " ,
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

"'iRecorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet: , , "
" _'_' Recorded sampling date,. time and location. ,i ' : , " )' , ~,
" ",' , Recorded Bottles # '1 of 3,2 of 3 etc... '=Recorded fast and slow strand floatingdbje6t tirn'e'im'ddistance.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL)or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements w I 11oating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach. , "
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site.
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to neares,t 0.1 second
_ Distance or velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.

Strand widths recorded.

D. Stage Measurements I Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch. ~
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlateqto,cr9Ssection.
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.
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, S. Recording Data
Location
Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of noating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width or velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek wioth.
_ RR ()r RL if sampled at one side." ,
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6. Proper Bottle Labeling ',' " ,
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Disranceand Stage and sampled by if possible, on ,bottle, ..

,7. Storing the Sllmple
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and /.or refrigerated.

,_ Retllmed to th~~y BraeSedime~b for turbidity liI1al~si~.wit~in','i8hour~ if po;ibl;e," . ,"

Comments: ~ '-S l "- J;ro-Le. @ \<l?uJ", ,G ~&
~rD~~CA-",-k_r -C~ke.~.r ,A-?J Pd:-f
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Salmon Forever I Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream Sampling Certification

"l ;.."

\ ~~elSampler \ .

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

informatiOlJ· .' , . : .. '.'

1< f6,J$ Date II)~~~ ~~,", "C~rtifi~<l'By,C;P~T~j
". ' I

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.

j
_Stopwatch . '.

Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resisnust).

2. Safety

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.

~
Never waded into water deeper than knees.

_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl~ is worth' personal injury.

. ' ;, ,"

} ,I
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3. Sampling location
Streambank:

. / _,_ If possi~le. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a g~ place to sample
V smce the malO current tends to hug thIS bank. . '

Culvert:'.-'!;"
_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the flow here is well mixed)

-.1 .

" .. '

Bridge: "" .
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front. : ..
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole, removed

the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the.sUlface or mid-way between the surface and.the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



B. DH-48 / Depth Integ~a~eq ~amplil1~LW!l,diHg R~,: '.'" ';;'<

_ Sampled at5 to 15 representative sp~cings <icross the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rated'6wn ah'd'up; water column.'" ,
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

•"Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet: ' .
" _'_' Recorded sampling date,. timeand location. ':: , .) ,
" " " .. Recorded BotLles # 'i of 3, 2 of 3 etc... '=Recorded fast and slow strand floating 6bje~i tim'eand distance.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL)or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

" '
" I

. :'

.i.

.j' .,;.

J

C. Velocity Measurements w / t10ating object
_ Straight. uniform stream reach. ' ,)' , , '
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section. if new site. ; ..
_ Elapsed time for object to LTaverse velocity section taken to neares~ 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.

Strand widths recorded.

D. Stage Measurements /&~Iate l'
_ Read stage to nearest f a foot or nearest inch. - () ,0
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlated to,cr<;>ssection.
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris,

, S. Recording Data
, _Location

Date
Time

_ Note date. time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of t10ating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water. total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side. .1,

.&:>-
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6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:

" Z Location, Date. and Time. '
V =Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bottJe;~ ,

7. Storing the Sample,
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and lor refrigerated.
_ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity analysis ,Within 48 hours if possible.

r:=: \\.(" n ',? \"J," ~v' t[)Q t:. ' " t-( (, , ,,1.(,'''7'Comments: ' I L '--.J~J , ,\(.[) , , ,I " .....J "
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae~ediIitentLab,
Stream' Samplfu~C~,rtification
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This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collectingsa:mples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

lnformatiOJ],,' .' .", .• ' " ....~ J
Sampler DfTw,J t1c \QUlJe.. Date.to .-;}-ct~«). ;'Certified'By{:;'Nl't"E~V

1. Equipment

J _ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_Stopwatch
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

2. Safety

. t"

., .'1.

;: ;

" -.:

.1.:;.

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl~ is worth' personal injury.' ,

. . . . I

.Ij",_ '., :.:;:

3. Sampling location
Streambank: ;;rJ ':!ip'~'I'\'~"~...":

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a gcxxt place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ,I '

/ Culvert: "."";:,,,
_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the flow here is well mixed)

~ ; .' ..'.:'
:' .'

i,

Bridge:" ..,1, ,'"

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or' plastic 'pipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

. '.'1'

"

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACHCells';
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touchirig the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sedimerit from bouom

/ disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front " ,
V _ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening' downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole, removed

the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.

_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the, bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

\b.-- _ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
l"-'r-> _ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time. 'r-f.A.0l

Recorded on rite-In-rain note paper or field data sheet:

~
" Recorded sampling date, time and location.

_ Recorded fast and stow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.
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B. DH-48/ Depth Integrated ~a.mpling {Wttding Rgd. '. ,
'_ Sampled at 5 to 15 rejm:sentati ve 'sp?cirigs' ~cros~ the stream..
_ Sampled at same steady rate'd6Wn ahdu~water column.; ,
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

~
,. '. ·R.·eCOrde.d on rite-in-rain not.e paper or field data.s.heet: '. ... . .

, .. ". _,_.. ~ecorded sampling date,. time and location. ", " • : .
. '. , .' , Recorded Bottles #'i of 3,2 of 3 etc... . .. , .',.=Recorded fast and slow strand floating6bje~t tih1e(ilnd distance.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurementsw /l1oating object
_ Straight. uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_. Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site. ,'.'
~ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to neares.t·O.l second

_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch.
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.
_ Strand widths recorded.

."

. '. .1: :'

,
D. Stage Measurements /~~~Iate .'
_ Read stage to neares~ foot or nearest inch.' (S> cD l
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlated to.Cr9Ssection.
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

'/
./
I:' ..

. ;;

. 5. Recording Data
... _. Location

Date

r:::. Time
V -- Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain. .

_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of l10ating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side." .

; , .. ,.d ;.;r:. '. ;,.f! ... ~; .;

":,,,'

···.r,

.,

:.,:;,.-

;'1, •."

~roper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date. and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance,and Stage and sampled by if possible on .bottle;,

.. 7~oring the S!lmple . .... . . . '. . '
~ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated. .,' '.
;_ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity ~alysis ,Within 48 hours if possible.

IC<rlJ <J(LA-. '.". \L j Y' .' ... .Comments: _L'i-,--'_I.... __i-'-- ....;...~__(:;;)___'__ _., r:,

':.'. '"

.. ; .. ,'
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Salmon Forever I Sunny Brae SediJilfint Lab
Stream SamplingCe,rtmcation ..

......' " ,/\," .fLC I
',. : ICertIfiedBy.~ "r C:::::/VYlJ,..)lO ,- iJt- 00 .

" " ,-,",Date

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

informatiolJ.~

Sampler t<~ M~[ (.15 R.-

1. Equipment

c/

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned;
_Stopwatch
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resisnust).

,; .'

.,' I,

2. Safety

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.

f' / -._ Took a friend to monitor at night. ,
V _ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample is worth' personal injury. '" I:

3. Sampling location
Streambank: '!j ··,",i, "r"", .',

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
~nce the main current tends to hug this bank. .:,J' .

~ul~ea~Pled culvert outflow if access is safe, (ihe' flo~ here is ~ell miXed)";'''·,'

Bridge: . . i " ':" . .

c/-Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measureor'plasticpipe into flow severaIinches

i/ 4. Sampling Procedure . ))

"

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles I HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottlejust before samplirtg. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front. .
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an eXtension pole. removed
the cap. affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the. surface or mid-way between the surface and.the bottom if the river reach is

shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully. remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume levelwith a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.t!lfc1

v;ecorded on rite-In-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



B. DH-48 / Depth Integpted Sa,mpling (.w~ding RR<!,. ,
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative 'sp~cings'<l,cros'sthe strf;am.
_ Sampled at same steady rated6wn an'dlip\vatercohirrih.' '
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:

: " ,', _'_' Recorded sampling date" time and location. """ ' " , '
~"" Recorded Bottles # 'I of 3,2 of 3 etc... ' '!' "

~I"'\ =Recorded fast and slow strand floating Cibject time'and distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements w / neating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach. '. J

_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site. I,

_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to nearest 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.

Strand widths recorded.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
/ _ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.

./ _ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlatedto,cr-9Ssection.
_ Staff plate isn' t under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

' .. ,'

;: ,i

1.,,'1':

;1,

"t ,", '. I /:1, .

. ....~j ;.i f': ! ',; ',f : ,"' .,.~ ,r
, 5. Recording Data

Location
Date

Time
/_'_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.

(/ ._ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down frolll the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of noating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at oneside. I'

,.. : \' ·',t.·'·

'.. ,' ~

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
-Ji Bottle:

_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bottle, .

/I. Storing the Sample '
/' __ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated.

,_ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity ;tnalysi~ ,within 48 hours if possible.

Comments: rm.. \J72A-uJ[/J6'" ,', ",.'
': r'

;'J: • I .: i· . '. ..~t'., ••'i..

il.
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PrCkLst Sampling 11-99/word98/cf
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae S~dunent Lab
Streain' Samplm.g ~e,rtification'

H"/' 6(

I':

',-'

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinen;jt
~ ( information. , 0 .~

o ---. f1ii?tll to ~~- t6 ,/)cfti'2-~ h
Sampler J.t111 Date ' ICertified By ,Lc : 6

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch '

Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

:: :

2. Safety . :: ",l].! :.

i; .

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl~ is worth' personal injury.'

3. Sampling location "
Streambank: "'/,',':",' ,,0","

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ' i '

Culvert: ':",
_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the flow here is well mixed)

Bridge:
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure
I.; ~

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touchirig the inside of the bottle or the cap:
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sedimerit from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front: " '
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening' downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface andthe bottom if the river reach is

shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.
_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-In-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



" • I,

':.".B. DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sa,mpling (Wading RRd '
_ Sampled at5 to 15 representative 'sp~cings' acras's the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rated'Owhl1h'dup\vatercolumri: ' ,
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
Recorded ,on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet: ' , , .

.. _'_" ~ecorded sampling date" time ,and location. 'i. , , .> '
'~ Recorded Bottles # '1 of 3,2 of 3 etc... " ,
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating dbject time'imd distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

.. "
: ~ J

.j..

C. Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section. if new site.
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section laken to nearest 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to n«arest inch.
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.

Strand widths recorded.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlateQ to,Cr9Sse.ction.
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

, S. Recording Data
_Location

Date
Time

_ Note date. time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of t10ating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water. total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side. ,I' ,

}'

, J' ".

..:1,

) .. "

., ...... ::

..:',' ,',

i
.':' .. J

",·!li \

.; •.•. ;.j ~f;;'~··iq::~·': .(.

.. ~:: ~ •.:.; • I .. .. . ;: ••.•

.' ,
.. do .

.: ~

Comments:

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location. Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Dislanccand Stage and.sampled by if possible on ,bottle"
7. Storing the Sample , " ,
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / Clr refrlgemted.
,_ Retllrned to the Sunny Brae,Sediment Lab for turbidity ~alysis ,within 48 ,hours if possible.

~fl ( FJ( J<;, '

• • ~ i. ~

:" ,

PrCkLst Sampling 11-99/word98/cf
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Salmon Forever I Sunriy Brae Sediriient tab~' .;
Stream'Sap1plm~~~t't#fc~tio~~' , ,:' ,,' •

,~i . " !: ; ':';:

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment tbncentratiQrianalysls:andpertinent

t m I ,I",' . ~ :,~ i , -:,).!,' " ... '-:

I .orOlatioq. . ... ' '. . .' .•~ J
SamPle;~"CE ~~G, Date" to._;~q~~ ":"':;";:!~lc~~fi~'d";~;\',[?~K :~):i€NVO

!"'. tl" , ;' • i . I: \ ~ ': I ; i .:.'., i ....: ,.: ';, ;

1. Equipment
: • J' :' • , ~ : , ;' 1 I," : . ~ ~ '. J' ; I >. j; ;;".' .• " ) i: . \

i .. •· f ·:}", I, .•

:;;' ,,':::" '.;l'.}

; •'.,i ~ .: ; ii, ,!. :, :." ~. •

.'!! '.

. ,j',:

',. ,'; I.

-...

2. Safety

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch .
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass t6 resist'rust).

'\."i

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night. '~' '. I

_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample is worth'personal irijury." '
. ! .' : ;. . ! : , ,1 \ ~ \ . • .

3. Sampling location
Streambank: )'1,;<· :;!!;;, "i;";:'; .:';

_ If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is orten a good place to sample
since the main current tends tohug this bank. ,Ii;! !

:~ 'i i ; :'

Culvert: "'. , ," "i',' .. '''' . J,"".jJ,i'" .:,;1' .. '.

_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the i1o'~ IiCi'e is well mixed) ". ,) i ,/)
~ I : .' .;"'.-:. . . ..". : ; ~ : . , .' !

. 'i I! .! ' ! ! ! ~.'

, ,T' :. '

Bridge: . ~ .. l ~j '~ •. q,.,: ,- j"di"" . .; 1\L::~

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape rileasureor"plastic 'pipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure ~V!;: Il.:;!; .. l .\!p,.,:.~;, . .':l )
':j

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells i, .'.'. 'i

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside ofthe bO'nle'or the cap:'
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as littie bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water tHat hiis' sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front i " i~:., I!,' , ' '-

_ Held the boule near itS base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using ane;ctension pole, removed
the cap. affixed the bottie and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface Of mid-way between the surface andJhebottom iftheriver reach is
shallow.

_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.
_'Left a smallaif space in sample bOttle. Using plastic bOttles. fill bottle only 2/3. Recappedthe bottle carefully. remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_"Marked the volume level"with a mark on a piece of tape on the side ofthe'b()ttle~ 
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or neld data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

",'!)J/;!I
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. .., ......<~ ..

B. DH-48 / Deplh Integ~,~ed, ~a,mplil1:~.f,...'vYll,~i~g R~,(;" :; ",' ,','
Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across, the stream.=Sampled at same steady rate1ct6~n ari(hlp\~ater~oluirih':;'"

_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
:', '~:; 'rRecordedon rite-in-rain note paper or field data,shyet: " i" : .,'. ,; ':' I

,I, _'_" Recorded sampling date" time,and location. .:' : ;:.:'
,'.,' ,'" , Recorded Bottle's # 'f 0(3, 2of:3 etc... ' .=Recorded fast and slow strand floating6bje~t ti;n!~rand distance.

_ Recorded dead waler strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started • ~ver Left (~)or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Straighl, uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site.. 1,1

_ Elapsed lime for objecl to traverse velocity section taken lo m~are~t 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocily section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand t10w and slow strand t1ow.
_ Strand widths recorded. .

,),

'.J'

;: :~.

"i!. j:.'

I, •.,:,:. •• ~.~

j' .

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage lo nearesl 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plale Or bridge rail or culvert invert correlalecj)o,CI:9Ssection,
_ Starf plate isn' l under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

..l.

,J. ,. i:' :.,' "',: !Ji J

, I , .' : t.: ~

' .. i. "

"')\'1 !:.{... .

"!>:i:" 'r

'.' ,~i,,'ol)J ~n·:I>.:;'.r!.,~,~ ,f..
..·~;:Ld",~;.,.. ·d"~

!':: ;:,;

. S. Recording Data
';;.' .,':. ,_,_' Location

Dale
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.

_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or di~tance dpwn; from, the briqge guardrail). ,
_ Time and distance of t10ating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead waler, total wetted creek width.
._~ ()r RL if sampled al oneside.,"', ,

Comments:

If ::

'I fl r

6. Proper Bottle Labeling.
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance.and Stage and sampled by if possible on ,boltle:, .

, 7. Storing the S~mple , ...'.
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and I ,or refrigerated. " ,
:_ Rettirned to the Sunny 13rae.Sediment Lab for turbidily iilflalysis ,within 48 hours if possible.

'{fLA--itJIJ G "
i . ,

! ""

" ;1'

: .~ : ,. \ ~ \ :, ' ',i, , ~ : :.'.
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Salmon Forever I Sunny Brae8.ediment Lab
Stream Sampling Certification

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysisandpertlnent

I
~:ormatio'i)' .. ... ... ... ". /.;. ..,p~J

Date " 6 -Ql.'? :'"" CD , ", :ICertIfiedBy ,k.LMr:--- ,j: ,

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_Stopwatch
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

2. Safety

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample is worth personal injury.

I • . •

; ~ - "

'<I,.

;'.

": i:"

3. Sampling location
Streambank: .: '; ,; ','! ;;,' ,,' '"

_ If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. .' ,f '

Culvert: ''''
_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the flo';'" here is well mixed)' "

Bridge:
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles I HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bott/eor the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample onupstream side, in front: .,
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plilnged it (opening downward) below the Water surface. If using an extension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and.the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.

_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.
_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles. fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully. remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside. \

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the boule with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



., I

B. DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sa,mpling rW<\ding Rpd./ " " "
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 ;'epresentad,ye'sp~dngs' <lcros~ the stream. "
_ Sampled at same steady rate down ahdup watet column. "
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet: ' , "

. _,_., Recorded sampling date,. time and location. ' , ,
'''''':' Recorded Bottles #1 of 3,2 of 3 etc... ' , ,
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time'and distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started· River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements w I floating object
_ Straight. uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section. if new site. !.

_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to nearest 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.
_ Strand widths recorded.

'1 :;.r

,'!. ); i:.

ij·;:. ':.

D. Stage Measurements I Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlated to,crossection.
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

'i l ..

s. Recording Data
_Location
_Date
_Time
_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.

_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of floating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estim,ated width of velocity strands. dead water. total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side. I'

J :.. ,.,

; .:~. \

? ~ • J l

"'" .;

Comments:

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible'on ,bottle. ,
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated.
_ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Uib for turbidity analysis within 48 hours if possible.

772A-nJ{~b
. ~ f:
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PrCkLst Sampling ll-99/word98/cf ,",',



Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream Samplmg certification'.. , , ., , -. . ..:. :

I': .

."

This checklist d"Ocuments proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

" , Is ',' informatio~~ " .', ' , '. ". ." 6". J
LJ

" ' ..,[ .

Sampler ~A12ISS'i ( it. Date' (O-99-CO""CertifiedBy'" CAf2K:.,.:GJf7
. .,;'.

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch .
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

2. Safety

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample is worth' persbnill irijury.' ' . .Il',

':. '

,,:-,l\.i: ,,"; '1'.

'.'", : I;

,1:-: I:::
... ~ .. '",

3. Sampling iocatlon ..
Streambank: ,.i,,·· ',0<'" '" ,', ..

_ If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ' .. i'

Culvert:····:,,,
_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe. (the flO~ here is well mixed)

Bridge: "I

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure
"

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touchirig the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front .' .,
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole. removed
the cap. affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles. rill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.
_ Marked the volume level with a mark on apiece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or neld data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



B. DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling (Wilding R~.,

_ Sampled at5 to 15 representative 'sp~cings'acras's the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rated'Own and up' water column. "
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

'Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
.. _.'_" ~ecorded sampling date,. time and location. ";;' .. ,) ,
" ," Recorded Bottles # '1 of 3,2 of 3 etc...=Recorded fast and slow strand floating 6bje~t tim'e;anddistance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and, which side sampling started. River Left (RL)or Rive~ Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

;: ,i

",; .,

..I:i"i'·· ,

C. Velocity Measurements w / f10ating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach. "
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section. if new site. !._

_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to nearest 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time arid distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.

Strand widths recorded.

',' '

L ...·:I·,
. " ); :',:

.;1,

; j';' "

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlateqJo.c~9Ssection~,
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

, , ",.!I; ;

, 5, Recording Data
.. _' Location

Date
Time

_ Note date. time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or di~tance down from the bridge guardrail).

_ Time and distance of floating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side.". , '

. .::: i . .:.~ . I \: .' ~ : ....

' ..' .,' I

.'.' .(

;',\, .;'

Comments:

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time,
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bottle; ,
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigemted.
,_ Retllrned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity ana1ysi!l ,Within 48 hours if possible.

ffR (j72J?t(,J [ J G ';
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sedi.ritent Lab
Stream'Sampling C¢rtification

. . . ' .' .,. . . .' '~'.' ~ , .

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

, informatioIJ.~ ,', _,,',' '~~...
~ ~ /3GR-CGrL t q eo '. -, -,()~- -f:i -Sampler 0 6,v - - ': Date" 0 0" ~, '""::" '-,fCertlfiedBy,4J.::lf2ht." -

1. Equipment
,~. • J

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch '
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust). ',.' .. .. .:

2. Safety . ;',

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl~ is worth' personi:\1 injury.

, "

: ::::

3. Sampling location
Streambank: , ..- -'.'i;;' ",.,,':.

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ._',J'

Culvert: " ',' " ,"I ,,';",p,,-- ,,'':

_ Sampled culvert outf1ow if access is safe, (the flo.;.v here is weII mixed)'"
.• ,1,_

Bridge: ',' "
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure
"

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that lUis sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front ..
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening downward) below the Water surface. If using an extension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface andthe bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left asmall air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefUlly, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.
_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rlte-In·raln note paper or field data sheet:
_'_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

,!l'



" ,,

B. DH-48 / Depth lntegl"a,ted Sa,mpling ()V~ding R~t ,,/ " "
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 repres~ntf1ti,ye 'sp~d~gs'l!-cros\s 'the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rated6wn arid lip' water columil.':
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet: ' , , .

, '_'_" Recorded sampling date" time and location. '!' , ,.; ,

, , Recorded Bottles #1 of3, 2 of3 etc... '=Recorded fast and slow strand floating dbject tim'e(and distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements w I /looting object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site. ! ',.:

_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to nearest 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.

Strand widths recorded.

.. ,,I':'
," I. ); ;,'

.. ,;'1.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlatec\lo,cr'?Ssection~
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

5. Recording Data
_Location

Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of noating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side., 'I' .

, .; -' , . .
, •• 1 :.

i
.':'1.

Comments:

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bottle, :

,7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated.
,_ Returned to the Sunny Brae.8ediment Lab for turbidity e:tnalysis ,within 48 hours if possible.

V7LPHN~·J0

:L ! I' ,:

.. ;]. ...

PrCkLst Sampling 11-99/word98/cf
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Sampler D4JleLLt:~L-'lQ.

Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sedunent Lab
Stream Samplmg ~~rtification

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sedimenrcbncentratlon CilUaIysisand pertinent

./0 ~1;o~m:oti0I1' .•..i.~~J
Date' '., . ',.,: IICertIfiedByG,. . ."

1. Equipment
", "

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_Stopwatch
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

2. Safety

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl~ is worth' personal irijury. "

• ,1\

, ~:

:.' . ..... , ..

'. :'-.

~:e:r:~:~:ocation ,_,r~ ''';;'''''')) :
_ If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a goob place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ,",'i' ) ,

Culvert: ' ·'·-'i " '· ,,'

_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the flow here is well mixed)

Bridge: ,., .
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or plastic pipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure " .. G

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water tHat has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on'upstream side, in front: ".;.
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and ,the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully. remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.
_' Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

, ' ~. ,



B. DH-481 Depth Integrated Sa,mpling (,Wading R~,. ", ,
_ Sari-tpled at 5to 15 rei:)fl~se'ntative 'spacings' acros'sthe stream:
_ Sampled at same steady rate'd6wn art'd'up' water column. ,i"

_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream,
',',Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data'sheet:

, ,_,_. Recorded sampling date" time and location. ,!.', • .' .

" " , Recorded Bottles # 'I of 3,2 of 3 etc... '=Recorded fast and slow strand floating dbject time'and distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

'. ··"\.i;'i1·

C. Velocity Measurements wi t10ating object
_ Straight. uniform stream reach. '.,
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site.,
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to nearest 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand t10w and slow strand t1ow.

Strand widths recorded.

"" [':'

::,

':'-" ... :.

D. Stage Measurements I Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlated to,cr<;>ssection. '
_' Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

·'.-Iti;

'i ',:1.

,.
' .. ~ ',," ?

-:

:':\)1 ..,'

. ,2.:: L d .1',;,. ~ :;••,

.:: . ~.i.

, 5. Recording Data
, _'_' Location

Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of floating o~ject in fast and or slow strand

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR ()r RL if sampled at one side."

Comments:., r:,

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on bottle. ,
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and lor refrigerated.
,_ Retlu:ned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity analysis ,within 48 hours if possible.

\Jf2 ItiN{'.J'0
.. :, ....

. .'.

. ~,.. ,~ ~" ( ;',\

1,< : - ', .. I H: ", " :.~
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae SediJDent Lab
Strea~ SampliD~~ertification. "". ',.'

I -

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sedimentconcentratlori ~alysisandpertinent

Sampler L?- Gill(;~ Date to ~;;r-"';liOq"'CertifiedByC~f( ',~J
:.i,

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch

Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

" :

:,,' !

.I ;;.

2. Safety '.:;i

,'). : i, },

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample is worth' personal injury.

I ","( \ '. ,j,

.tr..
......

3. Sampling location ..
Streambank: :'r," ... ", •. ',,::

_If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. . ',i .

Culvert: ;' . : I .'/',!iJI.

_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the flOw here is well mixed)'"
:"," ,I.

Bridge: ,"
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measureor'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACHCells";
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bortleor the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water tHat has sediment frOm bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front·' .. , '. : . ,.
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water sutface. If using an extension pole, removed
the cap. affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the. surface or mid-way between the surface and.the.bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles. fUl bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully. remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume levelwith a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



B. DH-48 / Depth Integf<ited ~ampling rW\lding Rp<l. ",
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 reim:sentative 'sp~cings' <tcras's the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rated6wh an'd uP! water column. ,,'
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
-Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet: " , .

, _'_" Recorded sampling date" time and location. ,;,' , ,'; ,
,. ," Recorded Bottles # '1 of 3,2 of 3 etc...=Recorded fast and slow strand floatingdbject tim'~;anci~istance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements w / t10ating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section. if new site. !,.

_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to nearest 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch.
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.

Strand widths recorded.

"',: ;/

), .'

,:i,

; j' ~'. .'

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlateq to,crc;>ssection. ,
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

. 5. Recording Data
. _ Location :;'

Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of floating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.

_ RR or RL if sampled at one side. ,I'

", :1

" ,'.:'l

.;

.,:1 ;.1

·,,·It; ;

. ., .. ···c~l ~f\~; '.t'·f: :,.': ..

.!:: :i. ~'~ . \ \ :. . J,; ....

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on bottle; ,
7. Storing the S~mple

_ Kept in a dark and cool place and /.or refrigerated. ,
._ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab (or turbidity analysi.s ,within 48 ,hours if possible..

."1'

': ."

Comments:

PrCkLst Sampling 11-99/word98/cf
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediritent Lab
Stream Samplmg Certification

. " .:,.'. ,

·i'[.;;...··

.. ~.: .' . ...

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

&B L.lDoJ . Ib ;~o:ati01k.>0U1£d~'~~j
Sampler Date ,. ~.. ~'.' :ICemfiedByll.:-, .,

.' I, ,.", .

1. Equipment
.J ,";

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch '
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resisnust).

-",' .' r

;1,

... !;. !'.

,.' 'I,:

",J .::.

2. Safety . :;! . .. . ~: \ . '..i ,'.

" :' ~

..: il jJ : :', :: ~ .

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl~ is worth'personal injury.

"'. -.:

, )'. . .

3. Sampling location
Streambank: ,.,/,' .,,,,, .. ",",

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. '"i·

Culvert: " " " ' ' ''''''ii,;., '

_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the flOw here is well mixed) ,i'
• 1 '.'

Bridge: " '.
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plastic 'pipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure
'i

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap:
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the watcr sampic on upstream side, in front:·· , . ,
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole, removed
the cap. affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and ,the, bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.
_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.
_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date. time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

: : ~' .'! .~



,. 1

B. DH-48/ Depth Integ~a~ed ~,mplin~ !:)\'~,~i~g R~,:,i; '"
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rate'd6'wn ahdup\~atet colutriri~;' '
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

: ;'Recorded .on rite-in-rain note paper or Held data sheet:
" _.'_' Recorded sampling date" time and location. '!" , ,.' '

'." Recorded Bottles #'1 of 3,2 of 3 etc ...=Recorded fast and slow strand floating 6bje~t tim'~:and distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or'River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

1", ;', i

:!

'. I'" ,"
.. 'I

C. Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Straight. uniform stream reach.
_ Reach tong enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site. !,

_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to neares~ 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch,
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.

. _ Strand widths recorded. '

: .. ~ :·:.!i(~jl';~}>·

): .. ,1', .

) ~ ;::
,:1.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlateq 10,cr<;>8section.,
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

,;.-:, .. ,
" , - !l:;

. S. Recording Data
. _'_ Location

Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of noating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_RR orRL ifsampleJ at one side. 'I' " "

. .:;:: i , :.; . ~ '. . ",: ,.,'

,
1. :-

. ,1'·

.'. : :i,

'ii,

;'!\, .;'

Comments:

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location. Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bottle;, '
7.Storing the SlimpIe
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated.
,_ Returned to the Sunny Brae.Sediment Lab for turbidity \lIIalysis ,Within 48 hours if possible.

yt2A-I,J t >:;., r:
:; .. ,

";,'

I" : • • , • • ~
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream Samplmg ~erdfication

I, :

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

inf°rmatiOIf, .... .• ,"/<- .,'~J
samPler<;8;f2..{ r?oELOF..sDate ".[0 ~d:9- --q:} :,CertifiedBY'~"':
1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch '
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

;: ;

2. Safety

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl~ is worth'personal irijury.

. 1:

.J "

,.,,:

3. Sampling location
Streambank: ;' ;,;.,' ','in' "0';':'

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ,i '

Culvert: .'0':'".
_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the flow here is well mixed)' ".. '

Bridge:
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measureor'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water tHat has sediment from bouom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side. in front::' """", ., . ..
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening' downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the. surface or mid-way between the surface and ,the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side ofthe bottle.
_ Labeled the bonle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or neld data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

, I



.i.

Comments:

:/

B. DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling (Wading R~. ", " '.
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 ;'ei)("ese~tative'sj:i~d~gs' Clcr6s~ the stream:
_ Sampled at same steady rate'dowh aridlipi water column.' .
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet: ..
._._'. ~ecorded sampling date.• time and location. , ' .. J

.... Recorded Bottles # 1 of3, 2 of3 etc ...=Recorded fast and slow strand floating dbject ti'nieand distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach. . . '.'
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site. ; .<

_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to neares.t 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.
_ Strand widths recorded.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlated to.crossection.
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

. S. Recording Data
, _Location

Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of /loating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands. dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR ()r RL if sampled at one side. ,I'

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on .bottle..
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated.
._ Retllrned to the Sunny Brae.Sediment Lab fQr turbidity analysis .within 48 hours if possible.

'[7211' t,J t ~C

."1 \.
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sedimeht Lab
Stream' Samplm~~e,rtifi~ation' ,,' .~. :

I:

~ ., .....

samPI~'!A CRoe-Jt£Y ,

, .,

This cheCklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

~r:ti01f' .. ........•... () .• ~v f;7=<J
Date "to --,0-' ,-vv, ,':," :ICertified By' ~2lJ'-- , ,FI'V'I v

1. Equipment
, .'

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch '

Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass t6 resisnust).

:' ,

:I:

,!, .

'::.

,., J

" .• I. :;..'

,.1 :,:

2. Safety " .!: . .: j',

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl~ is worth' personal injury.

3. Sampling location "
Streambank: :1" 'II ·'1·····,·"

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ',i '

Culvert: "" ..
_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the flow here is well mixed)

Bridge: ,,"
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measureor'plas'tic'pipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure
, ,

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front: ,
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening' downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and ,the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.'
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.
_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, rill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.
_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

,_'I



" ," I

,i.

Comments:. l f ~

B. DH-481 Depth Integra,ted Sa,mpling l..\Va,ding RRd. , ,
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 ;'epres~ntative 'sp~cings·l).cr6s~ the stream':
_ Sampled at same steady rate'dbwn a.lld upi watercolumri. ,,'
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

',Recorded ,on rite-in-rain note paper or field data,sheet: ..
,,' _,'_" Recorded sampling date" time and location. . i ,',,';'

" ., " Recorded Bottles #1 of 3,2 of 3 etc... '=Recorded fast and slow strand floating 6bject tim'eiand distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL)or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements wI neating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cre>ss-section, if new site. ; ;,
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to neares,t 0.1 second
_' Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.

Strand widths recorded.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
..:- Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlated to .cr9Ssection., ,
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

5, Recording Data
_Location

Date
_Time
_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of floating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side.,. ,

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_' Location, Date, and Time. , . '
_ Velocity and Distance.;md Stage and sampled by if possible on ,botHe:.
7. Storing the Sample, ,"
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and l.or refrigerated.
,_ Returned to the Sunny Brae,Sediment Lab for turbidity analysis within 48 hours if possible., ,
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Strea~ Samplmg Certification

: '~ :;....

, Date lo~().Cf- QQ

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting'samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment ccmcentratlon e;malysis and pertinent

informatiQ9~ , ,~,;'-:

. , " .,r:-f2£SftuJ~
'ICemfiedBy, , " .'

'~

Sampler 'l IYt-
:.1,

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch '
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

.1"
:,'

~ I ;

2. Safety .. : ; i'

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water dee'per than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample is worth' personi\l injury.

I .' .

.Ii',

3. Sampling location
Streambank: .. ",' :,' i Ii, ' ,,. ", "

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug thisbank.'

Culvert:
_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the flow here is well mixed) .',' .'

Bridge: " "
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Gmb Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front: " "
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an eXtension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface andthe bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_' Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume levelwith a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-In-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date. time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark. '
_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



:, .,

B. DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sa,mpling (Wilding Rp<l, .... , "
_ Sampled at 5 to IS rei.m:sentative 'spacings' <:lcros~ the stream:
_ Sampled at same steady rated6Wh art'dup! water column. ','
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
Recortied .on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:

.' _._" Recorded sampling date" time and location. .', . .: '
'. ' ..' , Recorded Bottles # 'i of 3,2 of 3 etc ...=Recorded fast and slow strand floating bbject tim'e and distance.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

-' I'i"" .

,;

C. Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Straight. unifonn stream reach. " : ",
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_Established benchmark reference for ~ross-section, if new site. !.:

_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to neares,t 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. .
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.

Strand widths recorded. .

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlated to.cr9Ssection.
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high now and is protected from debris.

. 5. Recording Data
_Location

Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or c;ii~tance down from the bridge guardrail)..
_ Time and distance of !loating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR ()r RL if sampled at oneside. ,t, "

.J!.

. J

); .','
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6. Proper Bottle Labeling

Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bottIe.,
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated.

._ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity analysis ,within 48 hours if possible.

':'J;' '-," :i: ';"'j./ .~,

:: if

.: r: Comments:
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sedwent Lab
Stream Samplmg Certification

Date "

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper pr9cedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment ccmcentratlon analysis and pertinent

informatiog~".' " , , , ' " . ' ,

, ". ", '~'~k~voJ
1CertIfied By , "; , ."

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_Stopwatch

Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

2. Safety . :'i. ~, \
" , . ~. , ,.

; ~ ,

. ': I:'.li',.

_ Established a safe path to the site: strearnbanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sarnpl~ is worth' personil1 injury.'

3. Sampling location
Streambank: ; iI,' ","P' I",

_ If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ',i '

Culvert: ' ,I , ,r'"

_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe. (the f10w here is well mixed)

Bridge: .. I •

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plasticpipe into f10w several inches

4. Sampling Procedure
"

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles I HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touchirig the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collectcd thc watcr samplc on upstream side. in front. .' , '
_ Held the bottle near its base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole. removed
the cap. affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collectcd water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface andthe bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bottles. rill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully. remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-In-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date. time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



B. DH-48/ Depth Integ\,ated Sampling I,W~ding Bop<!
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative 'spflcings' across the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rated6wh an'dupi water column.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet: ' ,
_'_" Recorded sampling date" time and location. "',,
''-:' Recorded Bottles #i of 3,2 of 3 etc... ,; ,~,.' " '
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating6bject ti'me'anddistance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

, .

C. Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site..
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to nearest 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch.
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.

Strand widths recorded.

',J' I ):' : ~~';. ~ ~

.Ji "

,')'!'.,'

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlatecUo ,cr9Ssection. '
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

.1 1 '

...~:: ~ ".;, \ ~. . ',; ,.,'

" ~; .:i..

, 5. Recording Data
Location
Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of floating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side."

Comments:

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:

_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on bottle; ,
7. Storing the Sllmple
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and j or refrigerated.
,_ Returned to the Sunny Brae,Sediment Lab for turbidity analysis ,within 48 hours if possible.

Pr1( YlLfrhr:J,vP G '
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Sampler kA-rJ (){

Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream Samplfug Certification'

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

informati0l).. . . /I,llF>" D, C,',~.,'", ~'\ l
Date 115 rd-q -ct), 1CertifiedBy-:.l=..t.JtJ_WI "_h_'--:.,.C~:.:....:..-JfV_~

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_Stopwatch
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

, ~ • .' I. •

:.' ':

2. Safety " I, ,I:l!j!

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample is worth' personi:l1 injury.'

, ,

\,1

3. Sampling location
Streambank: • iI,' '." ,,",

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ',,;

Culvert: ' " '<"ii"

_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the flow here is well mixed)" "
,,"."

Bridge:" I ,

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure
"

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front i,

_ Held the bottle near its base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface andthe bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles. tUl bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side ofthe bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date. time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

'.'/' I



I, ;

Comments:, t:

B. DH-48/ Depth Integrated Sampling ()V~,ding RR<!, ,,' , , ,
_ Sampled at5 to 15 rej:m:sentative 'sp~cGigs' ~cros~ the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rate'dbwn :in'dupi watel-column. ;'
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream,

, "'Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
,'_'_' Recorded sampling date" time,and location.! ,J,
, ," Recorded Bottles # '1 of 3,2 of 3 etc... '
- Recorded fast and slow strand floating bbject ti'lne;and distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR),
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach. '
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow,
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream,
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site..
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to neares,t 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow andslow strand flow.
_ Strand widths recorded.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invertcorrelatec\to,cr9Ssection. '
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

s. Recording Data
_Location
_Date

Time
_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of floating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR ()r RL if sampled at one side."

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on bottle; ,
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / ,or refrigerated. , "
,_ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab (or turbidity analysis within 48 hours if possible.

y121tlrJ l'~ ~','
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream Sampling Certification

'. '.

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis andpertlnent

~ lnformatiOij.. .., ...., . V-- J
Sampler Krw,nJA :t:!J)E Date· to ~.g:j - DO, . 'Certified By,~tt;;l5m

,,'

1. Equipment
j' .'

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch '

Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

2. Safety

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample is worth' personili irijury.' '

- .:, '-',. . ,

, i

.f; :,'

~; ,ll.l : :";" ,

I:: ;
"

i. r',

3. Sampling location
Streambank: ,'.',,', ",',;i, ',"'j

_ If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ~ 'l·t

'.,.,

Culvert: "'" " '''' ,,,,
_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the no~ here is well mixed) "i ,,'

f'."

Bridge:'" ,
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'pli:lSticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_' Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample onlipstream side, in front:: .' ,
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface andthe bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles, fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully. remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



B. DH-48/ Depth Integrated Sa,mpling CWading R9.d., ," ,
~ . " ,'. ". ' .. ' . • . . i '.. ..

_ Sampled at 5 to 15 represent~tj,ve spacings across the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rate down ahdlip' water C:oltimil."
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
-Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet: ,;
_'_" Recorded sampling date, time and location.

, " Recorded Bottles #1 of 3,2 or 3 etc...=Recorded fast and slow strand floating bbject ti'meand distance.
_ Recorded dead water strund edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

:/

C. Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach. , ',' ,
_ Reach tong enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site..,
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to nearest 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.
_ Strand widths recorded.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlateclto.crc;>ssection~ ,
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

, 5. Recording Data
_Location

Date
_Time
_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or Qi~tancedown froll) the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of noating object in fast and or slow strand
_ EStimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width,
_ RR ()r RL if sampled at one side." 'I' '

.J!

'.' '

," ': .):

.. ,:1,

,'.:'': .. ',:-

. : ~ AI:

. ~ . ~. ',.; ?

;',:.-j; .. '

.'.. ' '( ~~' \,.,

Comments:

. .- :1

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time. ,

_ Velocity and Distance:and Stage and sampled by if possible on bottle; ,
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated.
,_ Returned lO the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidilY analysis .within 48 hours if possible.

~Al "J (JJC, .
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Salmon Forever / Sumiy Brae SediriIent Lab
Stream' Samplmg ~~:rtification '

I, ':'

f't.;:"·-

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration 9-ilalysisandpertlnent

informatio~. ' , ' ,,' ;, ' '/\' ,".--- J
~ t .C\() f} \~ i t( II tD ,-(}9 -CO . '" ,', ' ,'LdT/tlZ tEt>-Y{~

Sampler nn,( It tL:'1 . rt ~ Date ' 'ICerufiedBy".. ,', ..•.
. :; ,

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_Stopwatch
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

;,:.

;";

2. Safety .J I ;, ,,'>II)', ",J', '

I, i : i; J.

.;: ,::;,II',.

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees,
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample' is worth'personal i,rij~.",:

3. Sampling location
Streambank: : ",', '.',., ",' "
_ If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream, The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ~ 'l·i :

Culvert: .' , , " "":";'"
_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe. (the flOw here is well mixed)

Bridge: ;' "
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or' plastic pipe into flow sevenilinches

4. Sampling Procedure ':, .\)

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling, Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front:·· ' .
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening' downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole, removed
the cap. affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the, surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bottles. rill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully. remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_' Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time. .

Recorded on rlte-In-raln note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date. time and location.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



" I

B. DH-48 / Depth Integra,ted Sampling (Wading RR9 " , ,
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative 'sp~c{ngs'acras's the stream:
_ Sampled at same steady rate'd6wn artd'up; water column. . '
'_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

: ,'Recorcied on rite-in-rain note paper or field data' sheet: i' , ,

, _'_" Recorded sampling date" time and location. ,';: ". )' .
., ," Recorded Bottle's #1 of 3,2. of 3 etc...=Recorded fast and slow strand floating 6bjecttim'e'anddistance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

, ,

:.,:

C. Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach. ' ,
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site. Ii

_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to neares,t 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.

Strand widths recorded.

.It

.J; ; ~.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlateQ,to,crc;>ssection. '
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

, I::' " :.:'; :'.

",:!Ii;

': ..-

, S, Recording Data
Location
Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distaqce of floating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled atone side."

·~}·.··u.i ~r'i;,:.;q~ .. ~.,·:.(

. ·~.>Ld.n.: .. ,.f····

. ~ .:: " ...

• I : .: \ ':'~'. 1"" • >.

:'ti •.• '

Comments:

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and DistaIlceand Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bottle;,
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and I or refrigerated. ,
:_ Returned to the Sunny Brae,Sediment Lab (or turbidity analysis .within 48 ,hours if possible.

"f72 A I :.J/~ ,
" f:

.. ;j .• ,"

;,

• .': i.:. .' ~

t,_ . • ~ " ; 1 t: '", " :.;

"»~
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream Sampling Certification

. '. i,

Date \ \ - l q .,. 00

, _.

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

informatioI).

·,CertifiedBY CL,f\-f?K~JSampler:S;J fj
1. Equipment

_ Sample containers thut are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch .

Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

',' :

. '.

"';,.'

2. Safety "\. ." II l.~ . ," .. l'

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl~ is worth' personal injury.

3. Sampling location
Streambank: : ,,".' ::";;' ., .., '.'

_ If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ·.. i '

Culvert: ";' , " .. ··"'·f'"

_ Sampled culvert outnow if access is safe, (the now tiere is well mixed) ....
". :1.

Bridge:"
_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'pli:lsticpipe into now several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on llpstream side. in front: •. .
_ Held the bottle near its base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. [f using an extension pole. removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample :2 to 6 inches beneath the sUli"ace or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plus tic bottles .. till bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefi.Iily. remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Llbeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rtte-in-rain note paper or neld dJlta sheet:
_ Recorded sampling elate, time and location.
_ Recorded fust and slow strand tloating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plute or other benchmark.

_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falJing limb of the hydrograph.



" !

B. DH-48 / Depth [ntegrated Sampling I.Wading Rqd .
_ Sampled at5 to 15 representativesp~cings'al:ros~ the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady ratedclwh aridupwatercolumil. '
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

. ,'Recorded on ri te-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
.' _._.. Recorded sampling date, time and location.

, ." Recorded Bottles #101'3,2 01'3 etc ...=Recorded fast and slow stmnd tloating object time' and distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started· River Left (RL) or River Right (RR),
_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity /v(easurements w / floating objel:t
_ Straight, uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high now.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site. ',<

_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken Lo nearest 0.1 second
Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. .

_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand !low and slow strand !low.
_ Strand widths recorded.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage La nearest 0,1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge r..liJ or culvert invert cOlTelaLed.tocrossection.
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high now and is protected from debris.

. 5. Recording Data
Location
Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of floating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side.

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on,bott!e..
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated .

._ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment L:.1b for rurbidi ty analysis wi thin 48 bours jf possible.
,', ,

Comments:

, ,.'

.:',

OJ.', 1\

':'.: .',

• ,;'t,
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream Sampfug Certification

. - .,-! , . '

Date 11-[ q -DO.-

, ..

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

information.. . .
;~ ;~

,!Certifi~d-By'Cl ft-{(K.rEN(CJJ----Sampler _L_·_17..__~"":"'1~-=-C;;...:.~_rc--:;...._

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch
_Pencil

._ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

I ~ ,'. • :1, .

':""" .

2. Safety . : \ • r" ~ ; ! .",I]} :,' !""

_. Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl,e is worth' personal injury. .\1',. ; I:::'

3. Sampling location _ ._
Streambank: :·~r..,.:" ;'::::i; ,,'1")'.. : .'.

_ If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank:. ',r •

Culvert: . ," "C··"".

_ Sampled culvert outtlow if access is safe, (the tlow here is well mixed)

Bridge:
_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted suing or tape measure or plastic pipe into now several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles I HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the boetle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful oot to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on llpstream side, in front: : .
_ Held the bottle near its base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an ex-tension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstre<:un waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surt'ace or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bartles, till bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
oot to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Llbeled the bottle with the site locatJon, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rlte-in-rain note paper or neld dnca sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date. time and location.
_ Recorded fasc and slow strand noating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.

_. Recorded whether now is on the rising or fJ1ling limb of [he hydrograph.



", .

B. DH-48 I Depth [ntegrated Sampling (Wading [<.c.xt .
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative 'spacings acros~ the stream.
_ Sampled at same ste:.ldy rate down arid up' water column.
_ Grnphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

. . 'Rt.:corded on Ii tc·in-ruin note paper or t:ield data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.

Recorded Bottles # 1oD, 2 of 3 etc ...=Recorded fast and slow strand t10ating Object tim'e' and 'distance.
_ Recorded de:.ld water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started· River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements w I !looting object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second rnnge at high now.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site.
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to nearest 0.1 second

Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch.
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand now and slow strand now.

Strand widths recorded.

D. Stage Measurements I Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearesl 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge r..lil or culvert invert correlaled,to,crossection.
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high now and is protected from debris.

, 5. Recording Datn
. _Location

Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and appro;<imate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of floating object in fast and or slow strnnd
_ Estimated width of velocily strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sumpled at one side."

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location. Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Disranceand Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bonle..
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in <.l dark and cool place and lor refrigerated.
,_ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity analysis ,Within 48 ,hours if possible.

;'1', .,'

Comments:

Pn::lcLst Sampling 11·99/word98/cf
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream Sampling gertification

Date \ \- \ '\ .., DO .

, -

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

information. " " "

,CertifiedByG..d\-QJ<.,.~'n>oJ(S ----.It I\.-to .... Dc., \Sampler __I \·'_f_~_,.,J_

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass toresis! rust).

,,' J

2. Safety , :"\ .,:ill.i: :'1',

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees,
_ Took a friend to monitor at rught.
_ Trusted judgement above all else· no sampl,e is worth' personal injury. I:: :

3. Sampling location
Streambank: >" ','"'' ,""
_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. . "

Culvert:····;",

_ Sampled culvert outnow if access is safe, (the flow here is well mixed)

Bridge:
_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or' plastic pipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling, Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the wat~r sample on upstream side, in front: ,
_ Held the bottle near its base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an eX1ension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstre'¥11 waters.
_ Collected water sample :2 to 6 inches beneath the suri'ace or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small u.ir spu.ce in sample bottle. Using plastic bottles, till bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Llbeled the bottle wlth the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rlte-in-rain note paper or neld dAta sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether /low is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



! .

B. DH-48 I Depth Integrated Sampling/,Wading Rpd,
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative 'spacings across the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rate dbwn and up water column. ;,'
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

, . 'Recorded on Ii te·in-r.lin note paper or field data sheet:
" _.. _.• ?ecorded sampling date, timeand location.
..~ Recorded Bottles Hl of 3, 2 of 3 etc... ,'" .

_ Recorded fast and slow strund tloating Object tilne and distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrogruph.

C. VelOCIty Measurements w,l t10ating object
_ Straight. uniform stream reach.
_ Reach tong enough to give velocities in the 6-1~ second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width or the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section. if new si teo .
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to nearest 0.1 second
_ Distance or velocity section measured to nearest inch. .
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand now and slow strand flow.
_ Strand widths recorded.

:/

: '. ~. • I I ' ~ J \ • ~.' •

:,.,,1'.;

D. Stage Measurements I Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlated.to,crossection.
_ Stuff plate isn't under water at high now and is protected from debris.

"

" I'

I. ...

.")'/ ,' ..

'. ,',.

s. Recording Data
_Location
_Date
_Time
_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of t10ating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands. dead water. total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side.

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location. Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Discanceand Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bonJe.,
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept -In ~ dark and cool pl~ce and I Qf refrigerated .

._ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for rurbidity an~lysiswithin 48 bours if possible.

t'!:, .;

Comments:

PrCkLst Sampling 1l-99/word981cf
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream Sampling Certification

, _.

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

\ informatiog., ',' ",'

OeJ?b~e \-tAf(ro.AAD~te \.-L\~,D ~'i ", C r(fiid~B"C, ~~fb~Sampler 'I e lIe ,', y, ", , ,', '
.. ,.i,

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch '
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or fIeld data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

.;: :

:!:. " '" - ,

.. :. ".

;,,'

2. Safety

_ Established a safe path to the site: stream banks are soft and slippery.
_'_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl~ is worth' personal injury. ,Il',.

~, ."

3. Samplinglocation. .
Strellmbank: !';'J" "'" ".,,;:,:

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream, The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ",'

Culyert: " ',' ','. ,',:.,
_ Sampled culvert outnow if access is safe, (the now here is well mixed)

I.. :i

Bridge:
_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure . .. '" ~. l .I : • ".

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles I HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. A voided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disrurb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful oot to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front: '
_ Held the bottle near its base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an eX1ension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstreil(l1 waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach is
shallow,
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOctles, till bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside. . '

_. Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rtte-in-rain noCe paper or neld data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fust and slow strand noating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plute or other benchmurk.
_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrogruph.



B. DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling (Wading Rqd ,
_ Sampled ilt 5 to 15 representativesp~cings' across the scream.
_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
'Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:

.' _'_'. ~ecorded sampling date, time and location.
'~ Recorded Bottles #1 of 3,2 01"3 etc,.. ,
_ Recorded fast and slow stmnd floating object ti:meand distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges,
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether !low is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

, .
:r

} '\*; ..

C. Velocity Measurements w /Ilouting objec;t
_ Straight, uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site.
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to neares,t 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section me~lSured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand now and slow strand now.
_ Strand widths recorded.

)1 :"1 •.

,'j',;: .. ,::

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of' ,a foot or nearest inc;h.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert cOITelutedto,cr9Ssection.
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high now and is protected from debris.

'. ....} .-." .,".

, ','
. I :Oil /: : I

, S. Recording Datll
, _Location
_Date

Time
_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of Iloating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or-RL it' sampled at one side. I

.: . .':

'"

! ., ~ ;

;!

:! ~ f I

OJ:

Comments:

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Dislanceand Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bottle. ,
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated.
,_ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity analysis within 48 bours if possible.

DdL[e 1S 6o,c1<2j c.,V',Q t{5' ~itec,.",",- ' 'if['
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream Sampling Certification

• . .,' I ,

'0' .,.... '

1. Equipment

Sampler W'IA-

, -
This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of

. .

water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent
information. " '.' .

o k ~" ... ". . ...(~J~F;~~J.' 'o~j_ Date l- 0 '..,...0 { 'iCertlfiedBY" ".' ","" ,
" .. ;,

~\.. l'
1--\.C?..

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch .

Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

I ~

.1"

2. Safety . ::1 ,: !. ·1 J'

,',1,

...l/i! ; .. ',J',

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees,
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else· no sampl,e is worth' personal injury. .1[' .. . . >; I:: :

3. Sampling location
Streambank: :'~r./' .·,:~r~: ··t·\·i··~

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center or the stream, The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample../'aai' curr,,",,'" '0 hug 'hi' bank. . .. ,.. .','

_ S ed culvert outflow if access is safe. (the now here is well mixed) . '80'?,
~ .. ' iI

Bridge: )
_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plastic pi pe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bonle or the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that htis sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on llpstream side, in front: : ..
_ Held the bottle near its base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole. removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstr~am waters.
_ Collected water sample 2. to 6 inches beneath the suli'ace or mid-way between the suli'ace and the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away. HIA.<~J-{ .
_ Left a small <lir space in sample bonle. Using plastic bottles. fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or concaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time. .

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or neld dam sheet:
_ Recorded sampling dute, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



B. DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling (.,?lading Rpd
_ Sampled at 5 to ]5 representative' '!lcings across the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rate do n and up water column.
_ Gmphed the cross-section w er depth and width of the stream.
'Recorded on Ii te-in-min note uper or field ctatasheet;" !

.' _" Recorded sampling , time and location.
. I :; Recorded Bottles #" of3, 2 of3 etc.:. -,=Recorded fast an slow strand noating Object time'and'distance.

Recorded dead ater strand edges.
_ Recorded sta e and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

, .
.. ;

C. Velocity Measurements w / t10ating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-]2 second mnge at high now.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site.
_ E]apsed time for object lO traverse velocity section taken to neares,t 0.1 second

Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch.
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand now and slow stmnd flow.

Stmnd widths recorded.

",'"

il',;',,_,,:

D. Stage Measurements / Stafr Plate 52
_ Read stage to nearest O. I of a foot or neares indo
_ Staff plate or bridge r.lil or culvert invert co tedto.cr9Ssection.
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high now and is protected from debris.

. )",' ," .

; 1 ";":,;

, ....

. S. Recording Data
,_Location

Date

- ~~~~ee date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain. '
l/_- Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).

_ Time and distance of lloating object in fast and or slow stmnd
_ Estimated width of velocity stmnds, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side. ',.

,..•... ! ~n~.:.,;q~ .... ·: ,; .
..:: :~:d ,'I ~,r. ·t•. ; ••••

.:. ',.' I

:1.: 11' .....

.' ',:

:.·iJ.

:~ ~ !'

\. \ ,I ,. ',~,JComments:

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
~ottle:

V -- Location, Date, and Time. ~ L ..

_ VelOCity and DIstance and Stage and sam~ If pOSSible on bottle.
7. Storing the Sample

I /' _ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigemted.
V, ,_ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity analysis ,within 48 bours if possible.

\ / ;"'-" ," , . r, :.;..1••• ~7'· .'~ "'",
, ,t. 1.l~ ; 060 r' ,1"', ;::;:,(,;.' () e;

\. f-'t.
, :r •.•• ·

". ~

, . '~ . I ; It,':. , i (

PrCkLst Sampling 11-99/word98/cf
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab'

Stream SamplIDg Certifi~ation
, . . "I .,

H'IC>/
. '. . ,". ',r

, -.
This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of

water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent
information.. - "', '.g' . ··.IJ ,1

Sampler CU\II.\<.. G00J Date \-g.O·· 0 j' "C~rtifiedBY/u~'~
.. : i, . '.'.:

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch .

_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust). ', .. ! ..

.;:';

of' 'I

, ;:.'

,I I;'

2. Safety 'I .. .. ,r ! .. : dJJ : ,'"; '.J'..

_ Established a safe path to the site: streamban.ks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees,
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample is worth' personal injury. ,If",. I:; ;

~~leL~';h~:_1.he outside curve of the river is often a g<XXi place to sample
!".l

Culvert: ,". ' " ...' . . .... . ,:>·;":,-·,,t.0· \/;',17r
.' . . I ~~~

_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe, (the flOw liere is well' mixed) ,"'--." .. ' ..
,.: .::' Df2Pn-{

Bridge:"'.
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measureor'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure :: ! ~ .( . ~: l .I : ' ";. '

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles I HAtH Cells
. _ Removed the cap from the bott~t before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap; ..'

---:-wa~~>~.<;~bouom sediment as possible. Caf&t:loI! Bet to ~otlect wUtet that Ii~~imenr[rorn OOaom
0\..-- ~l~~ :i-f~~(!~d the watsr saffi!"le SR lIPStl'I;PW SIde !O fron~:'- '<ec:.c tv'\. L/ • .-

~~ 0 - Held thebOtf enearttsuseand plunged It (opening downward) below the water surlace. If uSing an extensIOn pole. removed
:cp\. \B~ the cap, affixed the bottle 'lIld plunged it into the upstre~m waters.
'Y~~ - Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surl'ace or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach is

Shallow. . . "j /- ,-.::::- I I ( uS \
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth.0~ the current and uRward-andaway~.._. .._._ d ACn. L.e~ MSTrC
_ Left~ air space in sample bOUlt-Using plastic bOttle@.bottle only 2/3. ~ecapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside. ~

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle. 
Labeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time._

Recorded on rlte·in-rain note paper or neld data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_._ Recorded fas. ;±fie ~Io~ 3!FBRd noating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



. .:

B. DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling /.Wading Rq9 ,
_ Sampled at 5 to IS repres~ntativ~ 'sp~ciri "<;lcr~ss the stream'.
_ Sampled at same steady rate db'wh ',' up' water'colurrin. i'

_ Graphed the cross-section water d th and width or the stream.
. ,"Recorded on Ii te-in-min note paper field data sheet;
, _'_" R~corded sampling date. time d location.

, ," Recorded Bottles #1 of 3. ? of 3 etc...=Recorded fast llnd slow s llnd noating object time'anddistance.
Recorded dead water S nd edges. '

_ Recorded stage and 'ch side sampling started. River Left (RL)or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether ow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

• ... : ",J

C. Velocity Measurements w / tloating object
_ Straight. uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow,
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width or the stream.
_ Esw.blished benchmark reference for cross-settion. if new site. ,D. N
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to nearest 0.1 second
_ DiS(;lnce or velocity section measured to nearest inch. l\..eovreSsi "%
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand now and slow strand now.
_ Strand widths recorded. '

, S. Recording Data
.. _Location

Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and appro;<imate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note st.aff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of tloating objel.:t. in fast. and or slow strand
_ Estimated widt.h or velocity strands. dead water. total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sumpleLl at one side."

\ \lr;;e ...') 5\O;p~!AjFi "'0"~"suRe .,o1~"11~:£
i: .,' I';

",;:.-'

:·'·i;"

.; r::

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location. Date. and Time.
_ V.e'IOClt:ystQ1 I OJ if#VSO·-.m;j;:.'i\mgi9l ntt!l1tlipled by if possible Oli ,bottle.,
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept. in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated.
,_ Returned to the Sunny Brae,Sediment Lab for turbidity analysis ,Within 48 hours if possible.

:') ..;'
Comments:

PrClcLst Sampling 11-99/word98/cf
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream SampJ.illg Certification

; ",','

_.

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis andperunent

Sampler K~,) t{ tllm Date l_:o~~atiog. ',certifledBylktII~
!. . '."'"

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_Stopwatch

Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

2. Safety

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to morutor atrught.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sample is worth'personal injury.

.\ '! ,., .!.;

,II',.

;: ;

.' j't

.• :1,'

.... dLi : .', ; ',,",

, . .. .
.; I,::

\, .,'

3. Samplinglocation. _ .,
Strellmbank: i'."J·':·· ;;!!",. ... ,.", .• : .. ;

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. . 'i" '

Culvert: ".',' ,.i. .'.'<ii,:.

_ Sampled cui vert outtlow if access is safe, (the t10w oere is well mixed)
~ .. ' :;'

Bridge:"
_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plasticpipe into t10w several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap:
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on tlpstream side, in front:: ''''.;
_ Held the bottle near its base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. [f using an extension pole, remoxed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it ioto the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the sun'ace or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and up"vard and away.

_ Left a small u..ir space in sample bottle. Using plastic bottles, till bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefi.Jily, remembered
om to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ wbeled the boetle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rite· in-rain note paper or neld d1lta sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fas! and slow strand noating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff pi ute or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



B. DH-48 / Depth Integraled Sampling (Wading Rqd ,
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representativesp?-cings' across the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady ratedbwh arid up water column. ','
_ Graphed the cross-seceion water depeh and wideh of the stream.

,Recorded on Ii ee-in-rain note paper or field data sheet;
" _" Recorded sampling date, time and location. ',',
, , " Recorded Bottles # I of3, 2 of3 etc ...=Recorded fust and slow stmnd noating object ti'me! and distance.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started· River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on ehe rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velociey Measurements w / noaeing object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high now.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site.,
_ Elapsed eime for object eo traverse velocity section taken to neares,t 0.1 second

Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch.
_ Object time and distance measured in fust strand now and slow strand flow.

Strand widths recorded.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0,1 of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlatedto,crossection.
_ Staff plate isn' e under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

, S. Recording Data
, _Location

Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximaee elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note swJOstage gauge waeer level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of noaeing object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if sampleJ at one side. I

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bonle, "
7. Storing the Sllmple
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated.
_ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment L:1b for turbidity analysis ,within 48 bours if possible.

:'!', "

Comments:

. . ~:. ~

: .~

'.' .

PrCkLst Sampling 11-9')/word98/cf
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Streain SampliTIg Certifi~ation

. . ,.'., . :. ;

, -
This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of

water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration 'iillalysis and pertinent
information.' "', ,,' 'f)'. /7

Sampler l\nsf; v,L "')lej Date I -90 c-O l<<>C~rtifledBY~~
1. Equipment

_'_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned,
_Stopwatch

Pencil

'_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape meusure (used plustic or fiberglass to resist rust),

,~ - I , :1,
;,:

.:,i",

,I.:; .

2. Safety ... lli,:: :"; 'I'

"':',

'; I:::.Il',.

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanJcs are soft and slippery,
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted jUdgement above all else - no sampI,e is worth' personal injury.

3. Sampling location
Streambank: ,.;" .... ;',::'" "0"

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream, The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank, "

Culvert:',,,,

_ Sampled culvert outnow if access is safe. ,(the !low here is well mixed)

Bridge:
_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or' plastic pipe into /low several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap:
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance, Stood facing upstream, Collected the water sample on llpstream side. in front: '
_ Held the bottle near its base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface, If using an e;'((ension pole. removed
the cap. affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstre;un waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the SUli'ace or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach is
shallow,
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away,

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle, Using plastic bottles. till bottle only 2/3, Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Llbeled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

t~k c\fl) I "
Recorded on rlte-in-rain note paper or neld data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date. time and location.
_ Recorded fust and slow strand tloating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from stuff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrogruph.



B. DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling (Wading R.Rd .
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rate d6wh andupi water column. '
_ Grnphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

. ,'Recorded on Ii te·in-min note paper or field data sheet:
.' _:_.•.Recorded sampling date.. time and location.
., . . Recorded Bottles #i of 3, 2 of 3 etc ...=Recorded fast and slow strand noating Object time! and 'distance.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River !..,eft (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Straight, uniform stream reach.
_ Reach long enough co give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high 110w.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ EsL:lblished benchmark reference for cross-section. if new site. .
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to nearest 0.1 second
_ DiSL:lnce of velocity section measured to nearest inch.
_ Object time and distance me~ured in fast strand now and slow strand /low.
_ Strand widths recorded.

. .
'" ;,

., -': i~; : : ;

/1',,: .•.. :

.j ....

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest inch.
---: Staff plate or bridge rnil or culvert invert correlateqto.crossection..
_ Staff plate isn' t under water at h.igh now und is protected from debris.

. 5. Recording Data
'_Location

Date
Time

_ Note date. time. and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge g~rdrail).

_ Time and distance of noating object in fast and or slow strnnd
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek Width.
_ RR or RL if sampled at one side.

", 'r

: ,

,.:-',';:, .

. i.::' . 1 )1 ,: .'~'

",.I ..oJ ~n~·;"iq~ ..... ·:

.. ~:: i~'\'L d.l. ·d;..'

",",

.1.;' ..

.: r,

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location. Date, and Time.Av) I) 0 1./-rD p
~ttnci-&lttge-and-sll1Ttp!-t:d-Gy-i-F possi ble on ,bOttre..'
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated .

._ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity .-tJ1alysiswithin 48hours if possible.
I'!", .,'

Comments:

'. "

'.' .

PrClcLst Sampling 11-99/word98/cf
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream Sampling Certification

, . . .' , , .. .

, -.
This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of

water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

Sampler~CC2-~ ~G Date l - ~nf-:~atiOI)·"Cdrtifred8~~
1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned. '\.---0- ~ Lle ~
_ Stopwatch
_Pencil

_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_Tape measure (used plastiC or fiberglass to resist rust).

,~ ,', . ..!:

2. Safety '. :\. . ~ I

_ Established a safe path to the site: stream banks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl,e is worth' personal injury. II", ; I.:;.

;, .,'

• f : !. . '1 ~ ~, ';. .

3. Sampling location
Streambank: ;,,> ","'" .,. .. ;

_ If possible, sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. . ~\J

Culvert: . " .. '. '.'>'!", ..,1 •

_ Sampled culvert outnow if access is safe, (the now nere is well mixed) " . . _.

Bridge:""
_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measureor'plasticpipe into now several inches

4. Sampling Procedure r-iO
vJV\ k !J\r !lJv.A \;) () II \:.9-

A. Grab Sampling \~ith Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
ry _ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the lnside of the bottle or the cap;

_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful oat to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front:: ' '.
_ Held the bottle. near its base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an extension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottl<:: JJ1d plunged it into the upstre'1J1l waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bottles, till bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully, remembered

not to touch or contaminate the inside. n "
\\,.. _ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle. ( ir/'~: '~~'i ~ ,
(_ Libeled the bottle WIth the site location, sampling date and tlme. /J'T

Recorded on rlte-in-rain note paper or neld data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand noating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



•• J

I ••;

B. DH-48 I Depth Integrated Sampling/.Wading Rq<;f , , ,
_ Sampled il't 5 to IS representative 'sp~cings' acros'sthe stream.

_ ~ampled at same steady rate dlSwh and up water column. '
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width or the stream.

; .,'Recorded On ri te-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
" _._' Recorded sampling date, time and location.
" . Recorded Bottles #1 01'3,2 01'3 etc ...=Recorded fast ilnd slow strand floating obje~t time' and distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started· River !..,eft (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Ivleasurements w I floating obje<.:t
_ Straight, uniform strea:m reach.
_ Reach long enough to give velocities in the 6-l2 second range at high now.
_ Graphed the <.:ross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark referen<.:e for cross-section, if new site.
_'Elapsed time for obje<.:t to traverse velocity se<.:tion taken to neares,t 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. '
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow strand flow.
_ Strand widths re<.:orded.

.Ii

L...::;

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of a foot or nearest in<.:h.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culveninvert correlatedto.cr9Ssection. '
_ Staff plll!e isn't under water at high now and is protected from debris.

, J' .. , ... - : ")' / ',,'••

. , . ~ =t : ;

, S:-;Recording Data
, _Location

Date
Time

_ Note date, time, ilnd approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage guuge water level (or distance down from the bridge gll.:l I'drai1).
_ Time and distance of noating obje<.:t in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted <.:reek width.
_ RR or RL if sa.mpleJ at one side.,

, ., '.", '1_.1 ~n~·:,.;tf:h.·~

"~:. :~:d ,i \,1. ", ;' ....

;'.:.11'

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on,bonje;"
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and I or refrigerated.
,_ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity anulysiswithin 48 hours if possible.

"~I: '1,;1 ••.•·.t ,;.:.

ii,

;".!" .;'

Comments:

Pn::kL5[ Sampling I 1-99/word98/cf 11?h~
" {/~
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream SamplIDg Certification

, . -.'. '. ..

r-- .
.~\

, ..

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration 0l1alysis and pertinent

informatioq. . ." . . '.

Date [-~-oi ···"CertiftedB~~Sampler S-T8
"' .. i,

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_ Stopwatch
_Pencil
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass [0 resist rust).

• • • I

2. Safety

_ Established a safe path to the site: stream banks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Took a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampi,e is worth' personal injury. .\1',.

: ...

3. Sampling location
Streambank: ;~~r./. ~;:!t!: '1"'-;''': .,':

_ If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank:. "i

Culvert: " . , " .. .'>··r'·,,·, .:
_ Sampled culvert outtlow if access is safe, (the flow liere is well mixed) , ' .

~ . .'

Bridge:
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the boctleor the cap;
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that htis sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on tlpstream side, in front:·· " .
_ Held the bottle near itS base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. If using an e:aension pole. removed
the cap. affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstream waters.
_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach is
sh~low. .
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle. Using plastic bOttles. fill bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle c;:lrefully, remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the. volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_ Labeled the borne with the site locauon. sampling date and rime.

Recorded on rlte-in-rain note paper or neld d1l~ sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand noating object rime and distance.
_ Recorded stage from stJ.1T plate or other benchmark.
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.



" !
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"

B. DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling I.W<l,ding Rqd '..' .
_ Sampled at 5 to i5 representati Ye 'spacings across the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rate d6wh arid up' water colurriit
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.

..'Recorded on Ii te-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
.' _.R~cordedsampling date., time and location. . .', ..
.' .." Recorded Bottles #1 of 3,2 of 3 etc ...=Recorded t'ast and slow strand f1o<lting Object ti'me'and distance.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements w / noating object
_ Straight, unifonn stream reach. . ,.
_ Reach long enough to gi ve veloci ties in the 6-12 second range at high now.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site.
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to neare~.t 0.1 second
_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch. .
_ Object time and distance measured in fast strand flow and slow str.lnd now.
_ Strand widths re<.:arded.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read stage to nearest O. I of a foot or nearest inch.
_ Staff plate or bridge rail or culvert invert correlated.to,crossection.
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

. S. Recording Data
Location
Date
Time

_ Note date, time, and approximate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or dislancedown from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of noating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek: width.
_ RR or RL if sarnpleJ at one side.

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location, Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Discance and Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bottle..'
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated.
._ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity ::tna1ysis within 48 bours if possible.

:'!-, "

Comments:

; .... ,

: . ~
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Stream Sampling Certification

. . ' . .' I '.

." .'

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration analysis and pertinent

informatioI1"f)' ? .n /)
Sampler~SE ~'E..L.I.- Date \ --~C> - O{. .·;;Certifi~d~By~4~1..

. ','"

1. Equipment

_ Sample containers that are properly cleaned.
_'_ Stopwatch

Pencil
._ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet.
_ Tape measure (used plastic or fiberglass to resist rust).

2. Safety

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.
_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ Toole a friend to monitor at night.
_ Trusted judgement above all else - no sampl,e ,iswo~h: personal injury.

.; J'

.\1',.

",-;' ,

:,:

.. ; t I J j : : .. : '. ~',

".', u'

3. Sampling location
Strellmbank: ;'",'; :,:i,i,'· .. ··;'.'.;

_ If possible. sampled the main current near the center of the stream. The outside curve of the 'river is often a good place to sample
since the main current tends to hug this bank. ',i'

Culvert: ,.":.-:

_ Sampled culvert outtlow if access is safe. (the now here is well mixed) ." ,:

Bridge:
_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or tape measure or'plasticpipe into flow several inches

4. Sampling Procedure

A. Grab Sampling with Plastic Bottles / HAtH Cells
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap:
_ Wading: Tried to disturb as little bottom sediment as possible. Careful not to collect water that has sediment from bottom
disturbance. Stood facing upstream. Collected the water sample on upstream side, in front: : .
_ Held the bottle near its base and plunged it (opening downward) below the water surface. [f using an extension pole, removed
the cap, affixed the bottle and plunged it into the upstre<;tm waters,
_ Collected water sample:2 to 6 lnches beneath the suM'ace or mid-way between the suM'ace and the bottom if the river reach is
shallow.
_ Turned the submerged bottle's mouth into the current and upward and away.

_ Left a small air space in sample bottle, Using plastic bottles. till bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully. remembered
not to touch or contaminate the inside.

_ Marked the volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.
_'_ LJ.beled the bottle with the site location, sampling date and time.

Recorded on rtte-in-rain note paper or neld dJlta sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date. time and location.
_ Recorded fast and slow strand noating object time and distance.
_ Recorded stage from staff plate or other benchmark.
'_ Recorded whether !low is on the rising or fJ.lling limb of the hydrograph,



. : f ~ ..

B. DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling /.Wading R.qd .
_ Sampled ilt 5 to 15 representative spacings acr6s~ the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rate d6wh arid up' water column. '

_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width or the stream.
.. ,'Recorded on Ii [e-in-min note paper or field data sheet: ,, !

.' _._.• R~corded sampling date. time and location. .
,. , . Recorded Bottles # 'i of 3,2 of 3 etc... ..=Recorded fust ilnd slow stmnd floating object time:anddistance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started. River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

C. Velocity Measurements w / noating object
_.Straight. uniform stream reach.
_ Reach tong enough to give velocities in the 6-12 second range at high flow.
_ Graphed the cross-section water depth and width of the stream.
_ Established benchmark reference for cross-section, if new site.
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section taken to neares.t 0.1 second

Distance of velocity section measured to nearest inch.
_ Object time and distance me;lSured in fast strand now and slow strilnd flow.

Strand widths recorded.

D. Stage Measurements / Staff Plate , .'
_ Read stage to nearest 0.1 of il foot or nearest inch. oR. ACe u!ZAC '1 of GJ'l LJ(" IrV~""f) I!.<THop.
_ Staff plate or bridge mil or culvert invert correlated.to.cr<;ASsection..
_ Staff plate isn't under water at high flow and is protected from debris.

. S. Recording Data
.. ·_Location

Date
_Time
_ Note date. time, and apprOXimate elapsed time since start of rain.
_ Note staff/stage gauge water level (or distance down from the bridge guardrail).
_ Time and distance of floating object in fast and or slow strand
_ Estimated width of velocity stl1lnds. dead water, total wetted creek width.
_ RR or RL if' sampletJ at one side.

6. Proper Bottle Labeling
Bottle:
_ Location. Date, and Time.
_ Velocity and Distance and Stage and sampled by if possible on ,bottle.
7. Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated.
_ Returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab for turbidity Olnalysis within 48 hours if possible.

;'!" .' .

Comments:

PrCkLst Samplingll.99lword98lcf
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Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

CertifiedBy

6f)~,E£J

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

&k&~S~mpler B~m

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the site: stnilamb'anks 'are soft andsli~ry.

_',_ Never waded into water deeper than knees. " ,;,

_ The outside curve of the ri ver is a good. place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

/ _ Stopwatch
V _ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain nole JXlper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

/ _ Sampled cui vert outnow ifaccess is safe. Used weighted string sampler or grabbed sample from $treamban~

_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert '

Bridge:

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

P~stk BQttles / HACH Cells:

_ Removed lhe cap from the bottle just before sampling, Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.
__Labeled the dry I-LA.CH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected water sample :2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

is shallow.

_ Kneeling on streambank. reached over and lowered. the bottle's mouth strnighr down into the current and then upstream,
_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. [I' using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only '2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.
_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.



DH·48 / Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time arid location and JD#.
_ Recorded Bottles # I of 3, 2 of 3 etc ...

_ Recorded nOOting object ti~e and dis~nce.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

, .

Velocity Measurements w / floating object

/

,. _ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearestO.l second

. _ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

_ Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 or a foot.

/ _Measured water depth or measured down'to water sUlface to the Dearest inch.

'/

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Rewrded sampling date. time, location and sample id#.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand noating object time and,distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands. dead water. total wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage rrom staff plate or water depth or culvert invert.

_ Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether now is or. the rising Of ia.\lin-S limb oi t'rte: h)c.rog~ph.

. .....

Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark und <':001 place and lor refrigerated and rerumed to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

Comments:

/

PrCkLst Sampting 1-25-01/word981cf/l-25-0l



Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

$(;lmpler r\ l KG- f-( A-L-l-

Safety:

Date l-()..l-VL, CertifiedBY~.(!~
. .et L.E E,..J CA~ItM.v'I-J

_ Established a safe path to the site: streamb-dnks are soft and slippGry.

,_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.

_ The outside curve of the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_Stopwatch

_ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

J _ Sampled cul vert outtlQw if aCCeSS is safe. Used weighted string sampler or grab~o sample from streambank
_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

_ Sampled the main !low section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

PmsticBQttl~s / HACH Celb:

.J
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.
__Labeled the dry HA.CH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

is shallow.

_ Kneeling on stream bank, reached over and lowered the bottle's mouth stmight down into the current and then upstream.
_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only '2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic borrle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.
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DH·48 /Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled al 5 lO 15 representative spacings across the stream.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sumpling date, time and loc~tion and to ft.

_ Recorded Bottles # 1of 3,2 of 3 etc ...
_ Recorded tloating obj~ct til!le and dis~nce.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - .River Left (RL) or RiverRight(RR).

_ Recorded whether /low is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Velocity Measurements· w Ifloating object
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

Distance of velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a fooL

. _Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the Dearest inch.

. .

, '. :"..

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date. lime, locution and sample id #.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance .

.J - Estimated width of velocity strands. dead water, total wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage from staff plate or water depth or culvert invert.

_ Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool pluce and / or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

Comments:

PrCkLst Sampling 1-25-01lword981cf/l-25-01



Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

-.

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

S~mpler L- L7- G; II :&. vV'-- Date 1- 9-7 - 0 ( Certified By~.~
G( L.E6J CIjSH H. 8;0

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to th6 site: str6ambanks ars soft and slipp6ry.

._._ Never waded into water deeper than knees. .' ,;,

_ The outside curve of the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample contuiners properly cleaned

r/ _ Stopwatch
_ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

'v'

_ Sampled Gulvert outnow ifaGGess is sare. Used weighted string sampler or glq.bbel,1 sample from streamban\<;
_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

P~sti<; I3Qttles / HACH Cells:

. ,

/_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.

V __Labeled the dry HACH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Cotlected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

IS shaJlow,

_ Kneeling on stream bank. reached over and lowered the bottle's mOl,lth straight down int~) the cl,Irrent and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only '2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.
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DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sumpled at 5 to 15 representalive spacing~ acro~s the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time and location and 10 ft.

_ Recorded Bottles # j of 3, 2 of 3 etc...

_ Recorded. !looting object ti'!le an,l distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started -River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether flow is on the Iising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Elapsed time for object. to traverse velocity section measured to the nearestO.l second

_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read staff plate to the nearest 0.0 I of a foot.

_._Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time, location and sample ld #.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage from staff plate or water depth or cufvert invert.

Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

. .

", . '-'.
;,;-. c

Storing the Sample
/ -;- Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

. ::~ent>. OJCA~O)~ PreA
SCA vfte.. Q bt)c)vV-- ~ 1?

PrCkLst Sampling 1-2S·0tlword98/cf/:t-2S-0t



Salmon Forever I Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

..

\./

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

Sampler SmC:i K", ,J b· Date I-fl.l -of Certified ByXL~i= (2...£G;J. Ci\.StfM A:oJ

Safety:

_ Established a saf€l path to the si te: streambanks am soft and slipp6ry.

._ Never waded into water deeper than knees. .' ,;,

_ The outside curve of the river is a good. place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_ Stopwatch

_ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

--./ _ Sampled cui vert outnow ifaccess is safe. Used weighted string sampler or grobbcd sample from streambank

_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

Pla~tic 6ottle~ / HAC» Cells:

v
_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.

__Labeled the dry HAtH Cell or sample bonle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected water sample '2 to 6 inches beneuththe surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

is shaJlow.

_ Kneeling on stream bank. reached. over and. lowered the bottle's mouth straight down into the current and then upstream.

_ Left smaJl air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only '2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.



DH-48/ Depth Integrated Sampling

_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across the stream.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date. time arid location and fD#".

_ Recorded Bottles #.101'3,2 of 3 etc ...

_ Recorded. !looting object tiry1e and distance.
_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started· River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether /low is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

/

Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearestO.l second

_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

J
Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.

. _Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.
::: ...

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time, location and sample id #.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand f10ating object time and distance.

'""" _ Estimated width of velocity strands. dead water. total wened creek width.

_ Recorded stage from statT plate or water depth or culvert invert.

_ Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Comments:

Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark und cool place und / or refrigerated und returned to the SunnyBrae Sediment Lab within 48 bours if

possible.

PrCkLst Sampling 1·25·01/word981cflt·25·01



Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

..

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended se.diment concentration determinat8n'l\

Sampler Gil' C. iJ '1"-\~ Date t-a-l-o ( CertifiedBY~--"--+_
e'{L.EEtJ CItS H 411-

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the site: streamb-dnks are soft and slip~ry.

,_._ Never waded into water deeper than knees.

_ The outside curve of the river is a. good. place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_Stopwatch

_ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain note paper ~r field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

_ Sampled culvert outnow if:lccess is safe. Vsed weighted string s:lmpler or grabbed sample from stre:lffib:ln~

_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

P~stic;BQttles I BACH Cells:

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap..

__Labeled the dry HACH Cell or sample bottle with the site location. sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected water sample :2 to 6 inches beneuththe surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

is shallow.

_ Kneeling on streamb::lnk. reached over and towered the bottle's mouth straight down into the current and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic boltle. filled the bottle only '2./3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a murk on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.



DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling
_ &impled at 5 to 15 representative spacings acro~s the stream.
_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time and location and lD It.

Recorded Bottles # 1 of 3,2 01'3 etc ...

_ ReGorded /looting object tiry1e and dis~nce,

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether llow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

. .

Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Elapsed time for object. to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest.D.I second

_ Distance of velocity section measured· to nearest 6 inches.

Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a fooL

_Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling dale, lime, location and sample id #.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage from staJT plate or water depth or culvert invert.

Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether flow is on the lising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

Comments:

r!!-:

PrCkLst Sampling 1·25-0I/word981cfll-25·01
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Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

Sampler Boe Lo.J 00,J Date 1- f}1- D I CertifiedBy1k~
$1 L6iE-~ Clt5HKfhJ

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks ans soft and sli~ry,

,_._ Never waded into water deeper than knees. .' ,"

_ The outside curve of the Iiver is a. good place to gmb a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_ Stopwatch

_ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain nole paper or field data sheel and pencil

Culvert:

_ Sampled culvert outnow ifaccess is safe, Used weighted stnng sampler or grob\X;:d sample from $treamban~

_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

Plastk J30ttles / HACH Cells:

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.

__Labeled the dry HA.CH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneuththe surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

is shallow,

_ Kneeling on stream bank, reached over ano lowered the bottle's mouth str<1ight d~)wn into the current and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle. filled the boltle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.



DH-48/ Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representatLve spacings acrO!is the stream.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time arid location and tD#.

_ Recorded Bottles #.1 of 3,2 of 3 etc ...

_ RecorQcd t100ting object ti,?e ana oistance,

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.
_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started -River Left (RL) or River Right(RR).

_ Recorded whether !low is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

,-

Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Elapsed time for object. to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest.O.l second

_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.

. _Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the Dearest inch.
:" .

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time, location and sample id #.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage from stalT plate or water depth or culvert invert.

Start of rain time,

_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

: ....

Comments:

Storing the SamP.le
_ Kept in a d.trk and cool place and / or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

PrCkLst Sampling 1-25-01/word981cfll-25-01



Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

S~mpler Ie A1...Pr-I. Krz A-JS Date l -g. '1- 0 l Certified BySk~
. . ~lw:::GrJ t../tSH M. A-vJ

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the site: str<:mmbanks are sort andslipp0ry .

._._ Never waded into waler deeper than knees.

_ The outside curve of the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:
,. ", ~ .

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_Stopwatch

...// _ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

_ Sampled cui vert outnow if acCeSS is sure. Used weighted string sampler or grabbed sample from streamban"
/' _Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

_ Sampled the main !low section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

P~stic Bottles / HACH Cells:

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.
__Labeled the dry HAtH Cell or sample bottle with the site location. sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneuththe surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

J is shallow.

_ Kneeling on stream bank. reached over and lowered the bottle's mouth str<light d~)wn into the current and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

C~)[\tinued.



DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings. across the stream.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time arid location and tD t ..

_ Recorded Bottles # 1 of 3,2 of 3 etc...

_ ReGarded l100ting objeGt tiry1e a.nd d.istance.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started· River Left (RL) or River Right(RR).

_ Recorded whether /low is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Velocity Measurements w I floating object
_ Elapsed time for object. to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

V _ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.

.J _Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.
\"'. :." ..

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling dale, lime, location and sample id #.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width d velocity strands, dead water, total wencd creek width.

../ _ Recorded stage from stafr plate or water depth or culvert invert.

Start of r.1in time.

_ Recorded. whether now is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Storing the Sample
_ Kept in U dark and cool place and / or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

Comments:

So- '\e @ bCOvA. ~
-----==--~----=-----------------

PrCkLst Sampling 1-25-01/word981cf/l-25-01



Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proticiency Checklist
HYOI

H'IO(

..

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

S~mPlerR\C:H.flQO ~(.-n·EI( Date ,-.::ll-o( . CertifiedBY&~~
" r= ILGE,0C-AsJ.fM~

Safety:

_ Established a safg path to the site: stre-amb-anks am soft and slip~ry.

,_._ Never waded into water deeper than knees. .' .;,

_ The outside curve of the river is a good. place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

. ".. ;". '·;1·

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_Stopwatch

_ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

_ Sampled culvert outnow ifaccess is safe. Used weighted string sampler or grabbed sample from streambank
_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

V' _ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4to 6 inches.

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling, Avokfed touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.
__Labeled the dry HA.CH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneuththe surface or mid-way between the surface and the bonom if the river reach

is shallow.

_ Kneeling on stream bank:. reached over and lowered the bnttle's mouth str.light down into the current ancl then upstream,

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic oottle. filled the bottle only 2/3. Recapped the oottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.



DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacing:> across the stream.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water col umn.
. '"

_ Recorded sampling date, time arid location and fD It.

_ Recorded Bottles # 1 of 3.2 of 3 etc ...

_ Recorded tlooting objec.;t til~1e and <;listance,

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_'Recorded stage and which side sampling started· River Left (RL) or River Right(RR).
_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

, .

Velocity Measurements' w /floeting object
_ Elapsed time for object, to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.

, _Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the Dearest inch.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper orfield data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date. time. location and sample id #.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand !looting object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands. dead water. total wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage from staJT plate or water depth or culvert invert.

Start of rain time,

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and (;Q01 place and / or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if
possible.

\./

PrCkLst Sampling 1-25-0l/word98/cflt -25-01



Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOl

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

S~mpler ~ ,<:rto,-c S'I"'\ITJ-\ Date l-9-1-ol CertifiedBY~C~
" r-: I t-f!6.) 'tf'rS rf M I'l-J

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the site: stwumbanks are soft and slippery.

_."_ Never waded into water deeper than knees. ,. . "" ,>.

_ The outside curve of the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly c1e-.:med
_Stopwatch
_ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain nole paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

_ Sampled culvert outnow i{'access is safe. Used weighted string sampler or grabbeo sample from streambank
,../" _Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

/
_ Sampled the main llow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

r~~tic BQttles / HACH Cen~:

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just beforoampling. Avoided touching the inside or the bottle or the cap.

__Labeled the dry HAtH Cell or sample bottle with the site location~ sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected wuter sample :2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way belween the surface and the bottom if the river reach

is shallow.

_ Kneeling on stream bank, real,:hed over anG lowered the lx1ttle's mouth straight down into the current and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle. filled the bottle only :'/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.



DH·48 I Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to i5 representative. spacings across the stream.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up W::l:ter column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time arid location and rD#".

Recorded Bottles # 1 of 3,2 of 3 etc ...;;~=Recor(jeo tlooting object tiI!le and <iistunce,
. _ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether /low is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

J

/

Velocity Measurements· w I floating object
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements I Staff Plate
_ Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.

_Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampting date, time, location and sample id#.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand !loating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, totaJ wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage from statT plate or water depth or culvert invert.

_ Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether flow is Qn the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

':' ":.

.' . ~ ~ ." ~ ; :

Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

Comments:

PrCkLst Sampling 1-25-0l/word981cf/l-25-01
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Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Ghecklist
HYOI

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

S'!JIlpler 10A C~ "'" Date l-~I - 0 l . CeJ1ifieq By~~
'E£tLEE;) CfrS'fiiM.·

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the sit{l; streambanks are soft and slippery.
_._ Never waded into water deeper than knees.
_ The outside curve of the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned
_ Stopwatch
_ Tape measure
_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

_ Sampled culvert outflow ifaccess is safe. Used weighted string sampler or grabbed sample from streambank
_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

../ _ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells:

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.
__Labeled the dry HACH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way betWeen the sutface and the bottom if the river reach
is shallow.

_ Kneeling on streambank. reached over and lowered the bottle's mouth straight down into the current and then upstream.
_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the borrle.

Continued.



DH-48 I Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 represen~tive spaci:pg~<\9fOljS the stre<\!O.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down anc!.1Jpwater Golumn.
, .' ",'1; ,:.\. . '"

_ Recorded sampling date, time liJidlooation and lOft.

_ Recorded Bottles #.1 on, 2 of 3 etc...

_ Recorded floating object tit?e and distance.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

. .

Velocity Measurements w I floating object
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

_ Distance of velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

_ Strand widths re<;:orded to the nearest foot.

v

Stage Measurements / Staff IPlate
_Read staff plate to the nearestO.Ol ora foot.

. ~asured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, lime, location and sample id #.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating o~ect time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dcad watcr, total wcttcd creek width.

_ Recorded stage from stalT plate or water depth or culvert invert.

_ Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Comments: V JO- lA- C) 0-.

~~k @

Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and I or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

PtCkLst Sampling }c25-01/word98/cf/l-25-01



Salmon Forever I Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
waIer for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

.------
S3:mpler I \ Co

Safety:

_ Establish~d a saf~ path to thG sit€: str€ambanks arG soft and slipp€ry.

_._ Never waded into waler deeper than knees. .' ,,'

\/. _ The outside curve of the river is a. good place to gmb a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containefS properly cleaned

_Stopwatch

_ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain nOle paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

_ Sampled cul vert Qutnow if Ul;cess is sare. USe!;! weighted string s\lmpler or grabbed sample from streamO\ln)c;

V _Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 tl) 6 inches.

Pm~ti~ Bottle~ / HACH CeH~:

_ Removed [he cap from the bottle just before sampling, Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cup.

__Labeled the dry HACH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneuththe surface or mid-way between the suli'ace and the bottom if the river reach

is shallow.

V _ Kneeling on streambank, re\ll.;hect over :lnG lowerect (he Ixlttle's mouth s(r..:light down into the CulTent anct then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HA.CH cell. If using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level \vith a mark: on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.
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DH·48 / Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 represent~tlve spacing~ acrOiiS the stream.

_ Sampled olE same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time and location and fD #.

_ Recorded Bottles # 1 of 3,2 of 3 etc ...

_ Rel;:Ofdeo tlOOling obj~ct ti~e uno JisWnce.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling S'taI1ed . River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether now is on the rising or faUing limb of the hydrograph.

Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Elapsed time for objecLto traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

_ Distance of velocity section measured toneares! 6 inches.

Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_ Read staff plate to the nearest 0.0 1 of a fool

_Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch_

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling dale, time, ~ocatiun and sample id #.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand noating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage from statT prate or ,vater depth or culvert invert.

St.lrt of f.lin time.

_ Recorded whether !l01V is on the rising or f'lliing limb of the hydrograph.

Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark und cool place and / or refrigerated und returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

: .. ,,'

Comments:

PrCkLst Sampling [-2S-0l/word981cf/l-2.5-0l



Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

Sampler ft.J 0 t1f1i?KJeSS Date (-/rl-o I Certified BySk~
!EaeLD CASti'1'< f-hJ

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.

L.// _ Never waded into water deeper than knees.

_ The outside curve of the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_Stopwatch

_ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain nole paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

_ Sampled culvert outnow if access is safe; Used weighted string sampler or grabbed sample from streambank

_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

/'
Bridge:

,"

_ Sampled the main now section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

Plastic Bottles I HACH Cells:

_ Rein~ved the cap fr~m the bottle just:befo~e ~~;'pli~g. Avoided touching the inside of the bottie or the cap.

__Labeled the dry HACH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_'_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

is shallow.

_ Kneeling on streambank, reached over and lowered the bottle's mouth straight down into the current and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.
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DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across the stream.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time and location and ID #.

_ Recorded Bottles # 1of 3, 2 01"3 etc'... .

_ Recorded floating object time and' di~tailce.

_ RecOrded dead water strand edges. '

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising' or falling lirrib of the hyd~graph. .

Velocity Measurements w / floating' obje'ci
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

_. Distance of vel6city section 'rrt~asured to nearest 6 inches.

Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_. R~ci staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.

_Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data'sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time, location and sample id #.

_:,Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage from staff plate or water depth or culvert invert.

Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Comments:

Storing the Sample
. / _ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

V possible. '

Duo. "-']12- R,e. ~

PrCkLst Sampling 1-25-01/word981cf/l-25-01



Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOl

..

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of .
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

Sampler 5'Gn-f ~ H I Date (-.n - 0 ( Certified By~~
e:(I.EErJ cl'r~H,I\.{ fhJ

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.

.............. _ Never waded into water deeper than knees.

_ The outside curve cif the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_Stopwatch

_ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert: .

_. Sampled'culvert outflow if access is safe. Used weighted string sampler or grabbed sample from streambank

_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to6 inches.

Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells:

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.

__' Labeled the dry HACH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ CoIlected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

is shallow.

_ Kneeling on streambank, reached over and lowered the bottle's mouth straight down into the current and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle, fiIled the bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.
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DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across the stream.

_. Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time and location and ID #.

_ Recorded Bottles # 1 of 3,2 of 3 etc...

_ Recorded floating object time and distance.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

_ .. Di:stance of velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements I Staff Plate
_._"Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.

_Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time, location and sample id #.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand noating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage from staff plate or water depth or culvert invert.

_ Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

. .

Comments:

,Storing the Sample .J - Kept in a dark and cool place and lor refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

·DJt>-~Je- .h5C\

PJCkLst Sampling 1-25-01/word981cflI·25-01
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Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

- .

Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells:

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

Sampler FtI-\. f\-<l OA-~E' H {T~ate I-J-i - 0 l Certified By~~
(5/ LSF.J eft<;. H M. 1't-rJ

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.

~ _ Never waded into water deeper than knees.

_ The outside curve of the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_Stopwatch

V _ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe. Used weighted string sampler or grabbed sample from streambank

L--./ _Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

,,_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.
,-',......--

\.,/'"

_''Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampli~g. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.

__Labeled the dry HACH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

is shallow.

_ Kneeling on streambank, reached over and lowered the bottle's mouth straight down into the current and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.



DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across the stream.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time and location and ID #.

_ Recorded Bottles # 1 of 3,2 of 3 etc...
_ Recorded floating object time and distance.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

_. Distance of velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

_ Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

L

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_' Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.

_Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time, location and sample id #.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage from staff plate or water depth or culvert invert.

_ Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

~,----o)O-~

S~~t€- e
Comments:

Storing the Sample
_ Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

L.," possible.

PrCkLst Sampling 1-25-0I/word98/cf/ J-25-01



Salmon Forever I Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

..

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

Sampler t,1ffi/11 tV f.t Wvo\~ e
w\~~t~ (-J-i - 0 l

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.

~ _ Never waded into water deeper than knees.

_ The outside curve of the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this banle.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_Stopwatch

_ Tape measure

_ Rite inlhe Rain note paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe. Used weighted 's tri rig' sampler or gn~bbed sample from streambank

'-.../' _Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

v _ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

Plastic Bottles I HACH Cells:

/

/

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.

__Labeled the dry HACH Cell or sample bottle with the site location! sampling date and time, before sampling.

_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the suIface and the bottom if the river reach

is shallow.

_ Kneeling on streambank, reached over and lowered the bottle's mouth straight down into the current and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.

-- .~.,



DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across the stream.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time and location and ID #.

_ Recorded Bottles # 1 of 3, 2 of 3 etc...

_ Recorded floating object time and distance.

_ Recorded dead water 'strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydro,graph. " ,

Velocity Measurements w / floating object
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

V _''_' Dista~ceof velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

_ Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
J _'_' Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.

_Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.

Recorded on rite-in-rain no1te paper or field 'data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time, location and sample id #.

_'_' Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity stnmds, dead water, total wetted creek width.

V- Recorded stage from staff plate or water depth or culvert invert.

_ Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

, .

Storing the Sample
/_Kept in a dark and cool place and lor refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

Comments: OJ~e..

SD-v:P_e-_~__b---.:~-=--vV-__~ _

PrCkLst Sampling 1-25-0Jlword981cf/I-25-01
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o
Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

..

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

Sampler ~\CHEl.--t,;G WoJlo..r Date 1-9-I-ol

Safety:

Certified By~~~
G (Ll-€f3~ CAif.fK~

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.

_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.

_ The outside curve of the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank:.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_Stopwatch

_ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

_ Sampled·culvert outflow if access is safe. Usedweighted string sampler or grabbed sample from streambank

_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:
, "

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

Plastic Bottles I HACH Cells:

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.

__Labeled the dry HACH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

J is shallow.

_ Kneeling on streambank, reached over and lowered the bottle's mouth straight down into the current and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell: [f using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.
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DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across the stream.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Record~ sampling date; time and location and ID #.

_ Recorded Bottles # 1 of 3,2 of 3 etc...

_ Recorded floating object time and distance.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges. '

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Velocity'Measurements w / floating object
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

_ DistaIlce of velocity section measured to nearest 6 inches.

Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_:Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.

~easured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data 'sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time, location and sample id #,

_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage from staff plate or water depth or culvert invert.

Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

o

Storing the Sample
_'Kept in a: dark and cool place and / or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

Comments: OJ~ ~ .p:...:e.::..::e='\~ _

S<>-dte Q boovv'--

PrCkLst Sampling 1-25-01/word981cf/l-25-01



Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

SamPlei-:J:l-L.. ~c.r{+~GG:1- Date \-:J7-ol CertifiedBY~~
f3 (/-6;;:,..,) C/>,Sr(~

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.

_ Never waded into water deeper than knees.

v' _ The outside curve of the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_ Stopwatch

_ Tape measure

\./ _ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet an~ pencil

Culvert:

~. _ Sampled culvert outtlow:if access is safe. Used weighted string sampler or grabbed sample from streambank

_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:
'.'

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

Plastic BottleS / HACH Cells:

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.

__Labeled the dry HACH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected waier sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

is shallow.

_ Kneeling on streambank, reached over and lowered the bottle's mouth straight down into the current and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.



DH-48 j Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across the stream.

_ Sampled at. same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time and location and ID #.

_ Recorded Bottles #1 of 3, 2 of 3 etc...

_ Recorded floating object time and dista,nce.

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Reco~ded whether flow is on the risi'ng or falling li~b of the hydrograph. . ,.. . . . .

. . . , ..

Velocity Measurements w/floating object
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

_'_. Oi'stance of velocitY ~ecti6'n measured to nearest 6 inches.

_ Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_''Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.

_Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.

Recorded on rite-in-rain note paper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling date, time, location and sample id #.

_Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.

\./ _ Recorded stage from staff plate or water,depth or culvert invert.

_ Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb'of the hydrograph.

Storing the Sample
_' Kept in a dark and cool place and I or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

Comments:

PrCkLst Sampling l-25-01/word981cf/I-25-01



Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

Date f-d7-ol-----Sampler _g_o_b__L_h_r-3_.D_R----l,1,.--

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

CertifiedByg~
Ei t..Ee:,J CA5tf /4.11 J

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.

V _ Never waded into water deeper than knees.

_ The outside curve of the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_ Stopwatch

~ _ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet and pencil

Culvert:

_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe. Used weighted string sampler or grabbed sample from'streambank

_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

Plastic Bottles I HACH Cells:

_ Removed the cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.

~Labeled the dry HACH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

V _ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or mid-way between the surface and the bottom if the river reach

is shallow.

_ Kneeling on streambank, reached over and lowered the bottle's mouth straight down into the current and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If using plastic bottle, filled the bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.



DH-48 I Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across the stream.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_ Recorded sampling date, time and location and lD #.

_ Recorded Bottles # 1 oD, 2 of 3 ~tC ...
_ Recorded floating object time and distance.'

_ Recorded dead water strand edges.

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

, .

Velocity Measurements w I floating object
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

_'_ Distance of velocitY section measured to nearest 6 inches.

_ Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Plate
_. Read staff plate to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.

_Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch~

Recorded on rite-in-rain note lpaper or field data sheet:
_ Recorded sampling Cate, time, location and sample id #.

_ Recorded fast and slow stnmd fl<X'lting object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.

_ Recorded stage from staff plate or water depth or culvert invert.

Start of rain time.

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

Comments:

Storing the Sample'
_"_' Kept in a dark and cool place and / or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

possible.

~~-=-=-te---==(2=,_6_CD_~_'FiI?_i_" _

PrCkLst Sampling 1-25-01Iword981cfI1-25-01



Salmon Forever / Watershed Watch

Field Sampling Proficiency Checklist
HYOI

This checklist documents proficiency in the proper procedures for collecting samples of
water for turbidity and suspended sediment concentration determination.

Sampler t5 lLL- ---r::FSDJ Date \-{}t- C>lCertifiedBY<?~~
elLEE$J CAsH Mtt--YJ

Safety:

_ Established a safe path to the site: streambanks are soft and slippery.

_ Never waded into water deeper than knees:

_ The outside curve of the river is a good place to grab a sample since the main current tends to hug this bank.

Equipment:

_ Sample containers properly cleaned

_ Stopwatch

i.----. _ Tape measure

_ Rite in the Rain note paper or field data sheet and pencil .

Culvert: c

_'_ Sampled culvert outflow if access is safe. Used weighted string sampler or grabbed sample from streambank,

_Measured water level from top (invert) or bottom of culvert

Bridge:

_ Sampled the main flow section by lowering a bottle on a weighted string or plastic pipe into water 4 to 6 inches.

Plastic Bottles / HACH Cells:

_ Removed th~ cap from the bottle just before sampling. Avoided touching the inside of the bottle or the cap.

__Labeled the dry HACH Cell or sample bottle with the site location, sampling date and time before sampling.

_ Collected water sample 2 to 6 inches beneath the surface or rnid-~ay between the surface and the bottom if the river reach
, ... '_.":. ' .'" " J

is shallow.

_ Kneeling on streambank, reached over and lowered the bottle's mouth straight down into the current and then upstream.

_ Left small air pocket in HACH cell. If J~ing plastic bottle, filled the bottle only 2/3. Recapped the bottle carefully.

_Marked the plastic bottle volume level with a mark on a piece of tape on the side of the bottle.

Continued.



DH-48 / Depth Integrated Sampling
_ Sampled at 5 to 15 representative spacings across the stream.

_ Sampled at same steady rate down and up water column.

_'_ Recorded sampling date, time and location and lD #.
_ Recorded Bottles # I of 3, 2bf3 etc:.. '.... I

_ Recorded n~ting object tiin~ and distan~~. .',
_ R~orded dead water stmn~(edges. . ,.. , ", ,1"

_ Recorded stage and which side sampling started - River Left (RL) or River Right (RR).
. , ,," , . .

_ Recorded whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.
• ! 1 • .' I , •

Velocity Measurements w /floating objeCt
_ Elapsed time for object to traverse velocity section measured to the nearest 0.1 second

_._ Distance'6r veloci ty sectionm~ured to nearest 6 inches. .

_ Strand widths recorded to the nearest foot.

Stage Measurements / Staff Pilate
_'_.. Read staff plate to the nearest 0.0 I of a foot.

_Measured water depth or measured down to water surface to the nearest inch.

Recorded on'rite-in,;rain note paper or field'data sheet: .
_ Recorded sampling date, time, location and sample id #.

_ Recorded fast and slow strand floating object time and distance.

_ Estimated width of velocity strands, dead water, total wetted creek width.

c..//- Recorded stage from staff plate or water depth or culvert invert.

_ Start of rain time,

_ Recorded, whether flow is on the rising or falling limb of the hydrograph.

. .

Comments:

Storing the Sample
Kept in·a.dark and cool place and I or refrigerated and returned to the Sunny Brae Sediment Lab within 48 hours if

~sible. .

~'2-l

PJCkLst Sampling 1-25-01/word981cfll-2S-0l
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Salmon Forever
Sunny Brae Sediment Lab

Suspended Sediment Sample Processing Certification
This checklist covers the proper procedure for processing suspended sediment samples.

Person certifiedn~ VOJ;\..U~CQ., Date,z-Z/-Ol By~~

_ Filled out headings properly on appropriate suspended sediment concentration data sheet

_ Examined sample identification and matched with sign in sheet - recorded any identification
discrepancies and transferred sample info to data sheet

_ Weighed and recorded Total bottle weight to the nearest 0.1 of a gram on data sheet

_ Wrote down starting filter # on data sheet and QC filters & subsequent filters for that sample

_ Handled filters with forceps and placed filler fuzzy side down all glass support Clud turn on
vacuum

Wet filter with distilled water and checked for holes

_ Poured sample without shaking first into funnel

_ Washed sample cap into funnel

_ Washed interior and outer neck of sample container into funnel

_ Washed any sediment from sides of funnel down onto filter

_ Unc1amped funnel with vacuum on and rinsed any sediment on bottom of funnel onto filter

_._ Allowed at least an hour for all filters to air dry on rack before putting on tray

. _ Put tray into 105 U C oven to dry for at least 0.5 hour for tare filters and 1.5 hours for samples

_ Weighed empty bottle and cap and recorded Tare Bottle weight on data sheet

_ Recorded appropriate Quality Codes

_ Used common sense and safe procedures

_ Put red mark on sign in sheet next to completed sample

Comments _

PrCkL.lII sse 1O·')')!cf!wJ'.lH!IO<J')



Salmon Forever
Sunny Brae Sediment Lab

Suspended Sediment Sample Processing Certification
This checklist covers the proper procedure for processing suspended sediment samples.

Person certified Cl(). r K t="e(\~Y\ Date 2 - 2 \- 0 I By2JQQN~

_ Filled out headings properly on appropriate suspended sediment concentration data sheet

_ Examined sample identification and matched with sign in sheet - recorded any identification
discrepancies and transferred sample info to data sheet

_ Weighed and recorded Total bottle weight to the nearest 0.1 of a gram on data sheet

_ Wrote down starting filter # on data sheet and QC filters & subsequent filters for that sample

_ Handled filters with forceps and placed filter fuzzy side down on glass support and tum on
vacuum

Wet filter with distilled water and checked for holes

_ Poured sample without shaking first into funnel

_ Washed sample cap into funnel

_ Washed interior and outer neck of sample container into funnel

_ Washed any sediment from sides of funnel down onto filter

_ Unclamped funnel with vacuum on and rinsed any sediment on bottom of funnel onto filter

_ Allowed at least an hour for all filters to air dry on rack before putting on tray

_ Put tray into 105 0 C oven to dry for at least 0.5 hour for tare filters and 1.5 hours for samples

_ Weighed empty bottle and cap and recorded Tare Bottle weight on data sheet

_ Recorded appropriate Quality Codes

_ Used common sense and safe procedures.

_ Put red mark on sign in sheet next to completed sample

Comments _

PrCId.st sse 1O-99/cf/wtl98/IO-9')



Salmon Foreyer
Sunny Brae Sediment Lab

Sample Filter~ and Weighing Proficiency Cb«klist

This checklist covers the proper procedure for Drying and V"ei~hjng

Suspended Sediment Filter Sainples
Using a MerrIer H20t Balance

Mter air-drying filters 1 hour on wire rack. placed fllters in a cIe3Il pan in rows of 4 and 5 fJ.lters
and heated at 105 C for 1 and 1/2 hours for sample fllters and 1/2 hour for tilter tareS.

Removed pan frem oven and immediately placed in desi~ to cool for at least 1hour for
sampie filters and 1.'2 hour for filter tares before wei~hjDg.

Zeroed balance by lUst full releasing scale gently and let balance settle for at least 10 seconds.
Used zero knob to set zero and then rerum scale gently to full arrest

Zeroed bal¥1ce betv,een each weigh.

Weighed a check weight before wei~bing fllters and used weight ever:-- 10th weigh and recorded
on data sheet and in Lab Check Weight book. Checked the pan for dems. and if present. gently
remo,"ed it with line brush or compressed air.

Set balance gently to full release. opened dessicater. removed sample tray and transierred a row
of 4 or 5 filters to another tray. Immediately put tray with remainder of fllters back into
dessicaror and closed door. Zeroed balance and brought balance back ~ full arrest.

Opened the sliding door and carefully placed the ftlter on the center of the weighing pan and then
closed £be door. Determined weight to tenth of a gram with 1:alf releas.e. Set to full release and let
balance stabilize for at least 10 seconds. Determined the remainder of the weight with knob and
then recorded the weight on the data sheet

Opened the door and removed the ftlter. Oosed the door.

Checked the fInal weight against the initial weight The final weight should be larger. If the
initial weight is larger than the final weight tried to determine where L:e error oc.curred and
recorded error cooe on data sheeL

Comments: _

continued ..



Lab Technician Weigh Checks

Lab Technician weighing proficiency shall be checked with comparison ot" 9 fJlter weighs. Lab Tecns.
~ill demonstrate proliciency weighing these" standard fJlters before wei~hin g sample f1lters.
These same 9 filters are used every time and represent varying suspeI1Cied-- sediment
concentrations. The Standard weight will be the one done by the Lab ~lanager. Lab Tech.
weights of fJlters shall be within 1% ot" Standard Weight. Lab Techs shall repeat filter weighs
until able to weigh within 1 qc on all 9 ftlters.

Check Wt. 6, (:) qq 5"b

",

filter ill #

X1265

X1315

X1319

Xl261

XQCI54

X1288

X1249

X1283

X1245

Standard Weight

0.20294 Grams

0.16013 Grams

0.13419 Grams

0.12421 Grams

0.10702 Grams

0.15909 Grams

0.12414 Grams

0.12161 Grams

0.11145 Grams

Tech. Wt. + - 1.0% RBnge

O~97Grams

0.20091 Grams

0.16173 Grams
0.15853 Grams

0.13553 Grams
0.13285 Grams

0.l..2..545 Grams
Q.12297 Grams

0.1(8)9 Grams
0.10595 Grams

0.16068 Grams
0.15i50 Grams

0.12538 Grams
0.12290 Grams

0.12283 Grams
0.12039 Grams

O.lIb' Grams
0.11033 Grams

Check Weight _ Acceptable"?

Comments . _



Salmon Fore'fer
Sunny Brae Sediment Lab

Sample F'ilUr~ and Weighing Proficiency Checklist

.'
This c::ecklist covers the proper procedure for Drying and Wei~bing

Suspended Sediment FilreI' Samples
Using a Mettler H20t Balance

Date '2-2/-0\

After air-drying Iilters 1hour on wire rack.. placed fUters in a clean pan in rows pf 4 and 5 fIlters
and heated at 105 C for 1and 1/2 hours for sample ftlters and 112 hour for tilter tareS.

Remoyed pan from oven and immediately placed in desiccar.or to c0C.'i for at lea.sl 1 hour for
sampie iileers and 1.'2 hour for rllter tares before weighing.

Zeroed balance by iirst full releasing seale gently and Iet balance seale for at Iea.sl 10 seconds.
Used zero knob to set zero and then return scale gently to full arrest

Zeroed balance c.e{'iI'een each weigh.

Weighed a check weight before weighing fLleers and used weight every 10th weigh and recorded
on data sheet and in Lab Check Weight book.. Checked the pan for detTIs. and if present. gently
remO\°ed it with fine brush or compressed air.

Set balance gently to full release. opened dessieator. removed sample tray and tran.sierred a row
of -4 or 5 rllters to another tray. Immediately put tray with remainder of tlIters back imo
dess1ca1or and closed door. Zeroed balance and brought balance back:.) ful1 aITeSl..

Opened the sliding door and carefully placed the tllter on the center of the weighing pan and then
closed ~e door. Determined weight to tenth of a gram with t:.alf release. Set to full release and let
balance stabilize for at least 10 seconds. Determined the remainder of the weight with knob and
then recorded the weight on the data sheet

Opened the door and removed the fJ..lter. Ooseci the door.

Checked the fmai weight against the initial weight The final weight sjould be larger. If the
initial weight is larger than the fmal weight tried to determine where t:e error occurred and
recorded error cree on data sheet..

Comments:--------------------------------

continued ..



Lab Technician Weigh Cheers

Lab Technician weighing proficiency shall be checked with comparison of 9 mter weighs. Lab Teens.
\\ill demonstrate proiiciency weighing these standard ftlters before weighing sample ftlters.
These same 9 filters are used ever)' time and represent YaIjing suspended- sediment
concenrrarions. The Standard weight will be the one done by the Lab ~lanager. Lab Tech.
weights of ftlters shall be within 1% of Standard Weight. Lab Techs shall repeat filter weighs
until able to weigh within 1 Ck on all 9 fUters. .

Check Wt. _

Filter ill #

X 1265

X1315

X1319

. Xl261

XQCl54

X1288

X1249

X1283

X1245

Standard Weight

0.20294 Grams

0.16013 Grams

0.13419 Grams

0.12421 Grams

0.10702 Grams

0.15909 Grams

0.12414 Grams

0.12161 Grams

0.11145 Grams

Tech. We.

O,203Lf2-

O,!3.?'/9

0.\2- 5 08

O./00~9

Q,II2::~
0·(\2..55"

.;. - 1.0% Range

0.20-1-97 Grams
0.2fXE1 Grams

0.16173 Grams
O. L5853 Grams

0.13553 Grams
0.13285 Grams

0.1.2545 Grams
0-12297 Grams

0.1(8)9 Grams
0.10595 Grams

0.16CXS8 Grams
0.15750 Grams

0.1:'538 Grams
O.l229O Grams

0.12283 Grams
0.12039 Grams

O.lIb' Grams
0.11033 Grams

Check Weight _ Acceptable'?

Comments, _



Salmon Forever I Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Turbidity Sample Processing Proficiency

This checklist outlines the proper procedures for determining the turbidity of several different types of sample
containers with the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

Date U - b - CO
---Certified By CU~JC~ n:~ TO J

Turbidity is to be run on all samples as soon as possible and recorded on sign-in sheet and data sheet
Turbidities are recorded and samples are placed back in order for ssc processing
If proceeding directly afterwards to sse processing, weigh the total sample bottle weight before running
turbidity

Use this protocol for running sample HACH cells in the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

~Put 1 drop of silicone on HACH cell and wiped with black cloth, did not wipe off sample label
~hook HACH cell for at least 5 seconds and then inserted HACH cell with white diamond point of cell

label aligned with bar on case of HACH 2100P Turbidimeter
~Waited 2 seconds for air bubbles to rise before pressing read button
~Recorded turbidity on sign-in sheet

Use this protocol for samples in bottles other than BACH cells

~ _Shook sample bottle vigorously until no sediment is stuck to the bottom
j r \ __Poured shaken sample bottle water into HACH cell as soon as possible

.:..--Filled HACH cell up to white label line and ran and recorded turbidity per protocol

If HACH 2100P turbidimeter reading is a flashing E3 or 1000+ then dilute the sample to get actual turbidity
Use NTU Dilution sheet to record and calculate dilution data. See directions in SOP

_Poured sample water in tared beaker and record as " original volume"
_ Added appropriate dilution volume and recorded as "1 at dilution volume total" and ran turbidity
_ Continued dilutions until turbidity read and calculate actual turbidity
__For small dilutions poured sample water from beaker into HACH cell as soon as possible
_Stirred large dilutions with spoon and dipped HACH cell into beaker
__Ran HACH cell in HACH 2100P Turbidimeter per protocol

__Either poured HACH cell water back into sample bottle or proceeded to SSC processing with HACH cell
and remainder of sample

Comments
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Salmon Forever I Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Turbidity Sample Processing Proficiency

This checklist outlines the proper procedures for determining the turbidity of several different types of sample
containers with the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

Sampler C( C\V'tz rt:NTON

Turbidity is to be run on all samples as soon as possible and recorded on sign-in sheet and data sheet
Turbidities are recorded and samples are placed back in order for ssc processing
If proceeding directly afterwards to sse processing, weigh the total sample bottle weight before running
turbidity

Use this protocol for running sample HACH cells in the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

V Put 1 drop of silicone on HACH cell and wiped with black cloth, did not wipe off sample label
~Shook HACH cell for at least 5 seconds and then inserted HACH cell with white diamond point of cell

label aligned with bar on case of HACH 2100P Turbidimeter
VWaited 2 seconds for air bubbles to rise before pressing read button

....k::..Recorded turbidity on sign-in sheet '

Use this protocol for samples in bottles other than HACH cells

_Shook sample bottle vigorously until no sediment is stuck to the bottom
__Poured shaken sample bottle water into HACH cell as soon as possible
_Filled HACH cell up to white label line and ran and recorded turbidity per protocol

If HACH 2100P turbidimeter reading is a flashing E3 or 1000+ then dilute the sample to get actual turbidity
Use NTU Dilution sheet to record and calculate dilution data. See directions in SOP

__Poured sample water in tared beaker and record as " original volume"
__ Added appropriate dilution volume and recorded as "lit dilution volume total" and ran turbidity
_ Continued dilutions until turbidity read and calculate actual turbidity
__For smaIl dilutions poured sample water from beaker into HACH cell as soon as possible
__Stirred large dilutions with spoon and dipped HACH cell into beaker
_Ran HACH cell in HACH 2100P Turbidimeter per protocol

__Either poured HACH cell water back into sample bottle or proceeded to SSC processing with HACH cell
and remainder of sample

Comments
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Turbidity Sample Processing Proficiency

This checklist outlines the proper procedures for determining the turbidity of several different types of sample
containers with the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

Sampler ~sse ~~L..L.Date l-f, - 0 ~ Certified By C.c..fTJ2~ ~J
Turbidity is to be run on all samples as soon as possible and recorded on sign-in sheet and data sheet
Turbidities are recorded and samples are placed back in order for ssc processing
If proceeding directly afterwards to sse processing, weigh the total sample bottle weight before running.
turbidity

Use this protocol for running sample HACH cells in the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

~t 1 drop of silicone on HACH cell and wiped with black cloth, did not wipe off sample label
v-Shook HACH cell for at least 5 seconds and then inserted HACH cell with white diamond point of cell

label aligned with bar on case of HACH 2100P Turbidimeter . .
/' Waited 2 seconds for air bubbles to rise before pressing read button
~ecorded turbidity on sign-in sheet

Use this protocol for samples in bottles other than HACH cells

__Shook sample bottle vigorously until no sediment is stuck to the bottom
__Poured shaken sample bottle water into HACH cell as soon as possible
__Filled HACH cell up to white label line and ran and recorded turbidity per protocol

If HACH 2100P turbidimeter reading is a flashing E3 or 1000+ then dilute the sample to get actual turbidity
Use NTU Dilution sheet to record and calculate dilution data. See directions in SOP

__Poured sample water in tared beaker and record as " original volume"
__ Added appropriate dilution volume and recorded as "1 It dilution volume total" and ran turbidity
_ Continued dilutions until turbidity read and calculate actual turbidity
__For small dilutions poured sample water from beaker into HACH cell as soon as possible
__Stirred large dilutions with spoon and dipped HACH cell into beaker
__Ran HACH cell in HACH 2100P Turbidimeter per protocol

__Either poured HACH cell water back into sample bottle or proceeded to SSC processing with HACH cell
and remainder of sample

Comments
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Turbidity Sample Processing Proficiency

This checklist outlines the proper procedures for determining the turbidity of several different types of sample
. containers with the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

Sampler -cl~~j,:Jink Date# Certified By~
Turbidity is to be run on all samples as soon as possible and recorded on sign-in sheet and data sheet
Turbidities are recorded and samples are placed back in order for ssc processing
If proceeding directly afterwards to sse processing, weigh the total sample bottle weight before running
turbidity

Use this protocol for running sample HACH cells in the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

/Put 1 drop of silicone on HACH cell and wiped with black cloth, did not wipe off sample label
/' Shook HACH cell for at least 5 seconds and then inserted HACH cell with white diamond point of cell

)abel aligned with bar on case of HACH 2100P Turbidimeter
-Lwaited 2 seconds for air bubbles to rise before pressing read button
_v"'_RReecorded turbidity on sign-in sheet

Use this protocol for samples in b9ttles other than HACH cells

/Shook sample bottle vigorously until no sediment is stuck to the bottom
I:J.!ft-Poured shaken sample bottle water into HACH cell as soon as possible
f!/A-Filled HACH cell up to white label line and ran and recorded turbidity per protocol

If HACH 2100P turbidimeter reading is a flashing E3 or 1000+ then dilute the sample to get actual turbidity
Use NTU Dilution sheet to record and calculate dilution data. See directions in SOP

Poured sample water in tared beaker and record as " original volume"
Added appropriate dilution volume and recorded as "1 at dilution volume total" and ran turbidity
Continued dilutions until turbidity read and calculate actual turbidity
For small dilutions poured sample water from beaker into HACH cell as soon as possible
Stirred large dilutions with spoon and dipped HACH cell into beaker
Ran HACH cell in HACH 2100P Turbidimeter per protocol

Either poured HACH cell water back into sample bottle or proceeded to SSC processing with HACH cell
and remainder of sample

Comments
2/.3 N7lA SO J,. tt~~ wU HAt he
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Turbidity Sample Processing Proficiency

This checklist outlines the proper procedures for determining the turbidity of several different types of sample
containers with the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

Sampler S;~+h Fo.. r h; Date Qjal(o ( Certified By £.k~
Turbidity is to be run on all samples as soon as possible and recorded on sign-in sheet and data sheet
Turbidities are recorded and samples are placed back in order for ssc processing
If proceeding directly afterwards to SSC processing, weigh the total sample bottle weight before running
turbidity

Use this protocol for running sample HACH cells in the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

__Put 1 drop of silicone on HACH cell and wiped with black cloth, did not wipe off sample label
__Shook HACH cell for at least 5 seconds and then inserted HACH cell with white diamond point of cell

label aligned with bar on case of HACH 2100P Turbidimeter
__Waited 2 seconds for air bubbles to rise before pressing read button
__Recorded turbidity on sign-in sheet

Use this protocol for samples in bottles other than HACH cells·

__Shook sample bottle vigorously until no sediment is stuck to the bottom
__Poured shaken sample bottle water into HACH cell as soon as possible
__Filled HACH cell up to white label line and ran and recorded turbidity per protocol

If HACH 2100P turbidimeter reading is a flashing E3 or 1000+ then dilute the sample to get actual turbidity
Use NTU Dilution sheet to record and calculate dilution data. See directions in SOP

__Poured sample water in tared beaker and record as " original volume"
__ Added appropriate dilution volume and recorded as "1 It dilution volume total" and ran turbidity
__ Continued dilutions until turbidity read and calculate actual turbidity
__For small dilutions poured sample water ftom beaker into HACH cell as soon as possible
__Stirred large dilutions with spoon and dipped HACH cell into beaker
__Ran HACH cell in HACH 2100P Turbidimeter per protocol

__Either poured HACH cell water back into sample bottle or proceeded to SSC processing with HACH cell
and remainder of sample

Comments

PrQLst Turb. 10099/wd9&'cf/IO-99



Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Turbidity Sample Processing Proficiency

This checklist outlines the proper procedures for determining the turbidity of several different types of sample
containers with the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

Sampler Ke-n. fv1 {I(tL r Date o.-Id.-I/O r

Turbidity is to be run on all samples as soon as possible and recorded on sign-in sheet and data sheet
Turbidities are recorded and samples are placed back in order for ssc processing
If proceeding directly afterwards to SSC processing, weigh the total sample bottle weight before running
turbidity .

Use this protocol for running sample HACH cells in the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

__Put 1 drop of silicone on HACH cell and wiped with black cloth, did not wipe off sample label
__Shook HACH cell for at least 5 seconds and then inserted HACH cell with white diamond point of cell

label aligned with bar on case of HACH 2100P Turbidimeter
__Waited 2 seconds for air bubbles to rise before pressing read button
__Recorded turbidity on sign-in sheet

Use this protocol for samples in bottles other than HACH cells

__Shook sample bottle vigorously until no sediment is stuck to the bottom
__Poured shaken sample bottle water into HACH cell as soon as possible
__Filled HACH cell up to white label line and ran and recorded turbidity per protocol

If HACH 2100P turbidimeter reading is a flashing E3 or 1000+ then dilute the sample to get actual turbidity
Use NTU Dilution sheet to record and calculate dilution data. See directions in SOP .

__Poured sample water in tared beaker and record as " original volume"
__ Added appropriate dilution volume and recorded as "lilt dilution volume total" and ran turbidity
__ Continued dilutions until turbidity read and calculate actual turbidity
__For small dilutions poured sample water from beaker into HACH cell as soon as possible
__Stirred large dilutions with spoon and dipped HACH cell into beaker
__Ran HACH cell in HACH 2100P Turbidimeter per protocol

__Either poured HACH cell water back into sample bottle or proceeded to SSC processing with HACH cell
and remainder of sample

Comments

PrOLst Turb, 10-99/wd981cf/10-99



Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Turbidity Sample Processing Proficiency

This checklist outlines the proper procedures for determining the turbidity of several different types of sample
containers with the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

CertifiedBY·~~
Turbidity is to be run on all samples as soon as possible and recorded on sign-in sheet and data sheet
Turbidities are recorded and samples are placed back in order for ssc processing
[f proceeding directly afterwards to SSC processing, weigh the total sample bottle weight before running
turbidity

Use this protocol for running sample HACH cells in the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

__Put 1 drop of silicone on HACH cell and wiped with black cloth, did not wipe off sample label
__Shook HACH cell for at least 5 seconds and then inserted HACH cell with white diamond point of cell

label aligned with bar on case of HACH 2100P Turbidimeter
__Waited 2 seconds for air bubbles to rise before pressing read button
__Recorded turbidity on sign-in sheet

Use this protocol for samples in bottles other than HACH cells

__Shook sample bottle vigorously until no sediment is stuck to the bottom
__Poured shaken sample bottle water into HACH cell as soon as possible
__Filled HACH cell up to white label line and ran and recorded turbidity per protocol

If HACH 2100P turbidimeter reading is a flashing E3 or 10<X>+ then dilute the sample to get actual turbidity
Use NTU Dilution sheet to record and calculate dilution data. See directions in SOP

__Poured sample water in tared beaker and record as " original volume"
__ Added appropriate dilution volume and recorded as "1at dilution volume total" and ran turbidity
__ Continued dilutions until turbidity read and calculate actual turbidity
__For small dilutions poured sample water from beaker into HACH cell as soon as possible
__Stirred large dilutions with spoon and dipped HACH cell into beaker
__Ran HACH cell in HACH 2 lOOP Turbidimeter per protocol

__Either poured HACH cell water back into sample bottle or proceeded to SSC processing with HACH cell
and remainder of sample

Comments

PrCkLst Turb. 10099/wd981cf/IO-99



Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Turbidity Sample Processing Proficiency

This checklist outlines the proper procedures for determining the turbidity of several different types of sample
containers with the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

Turbidity is to be run on all samples as soon as possible and recorded on sign-in sheet and data sheet
Turbidities are recorded and samples are placed back in order for ssc processing
If proceeding directly afterwards to SSC processing, weigh the total sample bottle weight before running
turbidity

Use this protocol for running sample HACH cells in the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

__Put 1 drop of silicone on HACH cell and wiped with black cloth, did not wipe off sample label
__Shook HACH cell for at least 5 seconds and then inserted HACH cell with white diamond point of cell

label aligned with bar on case of HACH 2100P Turbidimeter
__Waited 2 seconds for air bubbles to rise before pressing read button
__Recorded turbidity on sign-in sheet

Use this protocol for samples in bottles other than HACH cells

__Shook sample bottle vigorously until no sediment is stuck to the bottom
_Poured shaken sample bottle water into HACH cell as soon as possible
_Filled HACH cell up to white label line and ran and recorded turbidity per protocol

If HACH 2100P turbidimeter reading is a flashing E3 or 1000+ then dilute the sample to get actual turbidity
Use NTU Dilution sheet to record and calculate dilution data. See directions in SOP

_Poured sample water in tared beaker and record as " original volume"
__ Added appropriate dilution volume and recorded as "1at dilution volume total" and ran turbidity
__ Continued dilutions until turbidity read and calculate actual turbidity
_For small dilutions poured sample water from beaker into HACH cell as soon as possible
_Stirred large dilutions with spoon and dipped HACH cell into beaker
__Ran HACH cell in HACH 2100P Turbidimeter per protocol

__Either poured HACH cell water back into sample bottle or proceeded to SSC processing with HACH cell
and remainder of sample

Comments

PrCkLst Turb. 10099/wd981cf/IO-99
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Salmon Forever / Sunny Brae Sediment Lab
Turbidity Sample Pr~cessingProficiency

This checklist outlines the proper procedures for determining the turbidity of several different types of sample
containers with the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

Date lo-{ ....tl - Dl---- Certified By CL.~ D.\<'" IE.....,~ j

Turbidity is to be run on all samples as soon as possible and recorded on sign-in sheet and data sheet
Turbidities are recorded and samples are placed back in order for ssc processing
If proceeding directly afterwards to SSC processing, weigh the total sample bottle weight before running
turbidity

Use this protocol for running sample HACH cells in the HACH 2100P Turbidimeter

~

__Put 1 drop of silicone on HACH cell and wiped with black cloth, did not wipe off sample label
V""""Shook HACH cell for at least 5 seconds and then inserted HACH cell with white diamond point of cell

label aligned with bar on case of HACH 2100P Turbidimeter
V Waited 2 seconds for air bubbles to rise before pressing read button
~ecorded turbidity on sign-in sheet

Use this protocol for samples in bottles other than HACH cells

__Shook sample bottle vigorously until no sediment is stuck to the bottom
__Poured shaken sample bottle water into HACH cell as soon as possible
__Filled HACH cell up to white label line and ran and recorded turbidity per protocol

If HACH 2100P turbidimeter reading is a flashing E3 or 1000+ then dilute the sample to get actual turbidity
Use NTU Dilution sheet to record and calculate dilution data. See directions in SOP

__Poured sample water in tared beaker and record as " original volume"
__ Added appropriate dilution volume and recorded as "111\ dilution volume total" and ran turbidity
__ Continued dilutions until turbidity read and calculate actual turbidity
__For small dilutions poured sample water from beaker into HACH cell as soon as possible
__Stirred large dilutions with spoon and dipped HACH cell into beaker
__Ran HACH cell in HACH 2100P Turbidimeter per protocol

__Either poured HACH cell water back into sample bottle or proceeded to SSC processing with HACH cell
and remainder of sample

Comments

F'l'OcUl Turb. 1C-99twd981eft) 0-99


